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CANADIAN, AMATEUR HORTICULTURIST, GILBERT MILNE, COMMENTS: 
"PYRAMID BRINGS A SICK PLANT BACK TO LIFE."

"It's absolutely unbelievable, Bill . . . it's a sight for sore eyesl" So States Gilbert 
(Gib) Milne, of Toronto. "Lifeless plants revive with three or four days Pyramid 
exposure," Gib adds. "A small palm tree about to die came back beautifully after a 
month's Pyramid treatment. And ..." he goes on, "this may be the most important 
discovery of all: where are the bugs?" Milne, one of the world's leading freelance 
photographers, further adds. "... a terribly important find. Healthier plants can be 
expected to attract more pests. No bugs here. No white flies, red spiders, red mites, 
aphids; no slugs. In fact no rüst, mildew, plant diseases raiding the greenhouse and 
sunroom Vegetation as before. And by the way . . . no damp-off. The boys in the trade 
will teil you what a curse this can be.

"l'm not using sterilized soil, which is very interesting. Right?" Gib continues on the 
cassette tape, mounting excitement with every word. His plants are thriving under a 
variety of good, and deliberately imposed, fair and bad conditions to prove beyond a 
doubt his plant Stimulation techniques produce positive results. And to be sure, his 
methods have created a plant growing Investigation all over Canada, with a furor matching 
the hubbub created by the eminent horticulturist, Luther Burbank, plant breeder of fame,
beginning with his famous discoveries in the 1880 s. Growers, nurserymen, florists and 
College level researchers in Canada, are seriously looking into Pyramid-Plant environments 
and new growing techniques suggested by Milne. We might add, with pleasure, Gib gives 
the Pyramid Guide credit for alerting him to the Pyramid, life energies potential.

Gib goes on . . . "my sunroom and greenhouse plants are positively thriving over, 
under, in and around small open-frame Pyramids. I havn't fertilized with anything, except 
a light, surface spray, plant feeding this year." Mrs. Milne's parsley responds well to 
Pyramid emanations. "You just can't believe the texture of the leaves," says Gib. Still, 
some plants seem to be over stimulated by the Pyramid's Charge, especially larger 
specimens, according to early experimentations. "They appear to be burned by too much 
energy, so I take them out of the replica's ränge at times."

The plant buff's longtime electrocuiture work proves seedlings selected from the 
same pack, sprout in double-quick time when placed in metal cans or haloed with looped 
wires. The reinforcement of electro-sky energies pep-up droops and revitalize runts. Milne 
picks up plants by the stem — pot and all — and with no danger of uprooting them. Plants 
grown in cans or staked at, or around their base with nails, even girded around stems and 
tree trunks with pins and nails show surprising, accelerated growth. Root Systems develop 
with great vigor and literally cling to the nail or metal rod entering their domain from 
above. Gib, goes one Step further and energizes laggards with a little acupuncture. A small 
pin inserted just below the stem or branch node brings on new growth at that point. 
"Strange to say," Gib continues, "plant, root Systems are content to stay within the 
metal cans provided them and thrive with surprising intensity, whereas, plants in clay pots 
have roots ever seeking moisture and nourishment through holes outside the Container 
housing them.

"Here's a shocker," says Milne. My daughter had a birthday on February 7th, where 
she received a very large and beautiful boquet of red carnations. Düring the first four or 
five days, she kept them in her room day and night. Finally, she brought the carnations 
into the Pyramid area of the house. Would you believe, we kept them another month 
before throwing them away?" Gib's words are now flowing a mile a second. "We know 
geraniums do well in a 45 or 50 degree climate. Sixty to 70 degrees is the most they 
usually stand. This little guy over here is taking enormous punishment in 85 degree heat, 
and ever bit as healthy as he can be." CONT. ON PAGE 5

PERHAPS THE WHOLE WORLD IN HIS
Dr. Ray Brown simulates the Crystal holding position of 
metalic appearing arms and hands suspending the Crystal 
Ball he brought to surface from the undersea Atlantic, 
pyramid room seven years ago. The confounding artifact 
may have waited countless centuries in some ceremonial 
attitude before the diver removed it in 1968, and who is
now prompted to publically reveal his closely held secret.

STRANGE, SHADOW-LIKE PYRAMIDS 
SEEN IN ATLANTIC CRYSTAL BALL

Early in March 1975, Dr. Ray Brown, Mesa, Arizona 
Naprapath, publicly revealed for the first time his 
extraordinary discovery of a perfectly formed crystal 
sphere, with shadow-graph appearing pyramids, found 
within a greater Monolithic Pyramid in the center of 
Bermuda Triangle in 1968.

Brown, one of five seasoned treasure and artifact 
divers operating for several years off the Florida Coast, 
displayed his remarkable, sub-sea object at the Phoenix 
Psychic Seminar. Spectator responses there continued the 
unusual chain of physical and mental reactions to the 
presumed pre-history oracle. Energies from the crystal 
seem to direct their rays toward the solar-plexus and brow 
centers of some observers, with no dire consequences, but 
certainly shock-life effects.

Several factors associated with the luminous, trans
parent ball, suggest it may focus and project force-fields 
quickly perceived by psychically aware observers. Dr. 
Brown purposely withheld information on his find due to 
many bizarre circumstances before, during and after his 
encounter with the artifact, retrieved from a ninety-foot 
high pyramid in twenty-two fathoms of water beneath the 
Atlantic surface.

Brown and his cohorts were well aware of the dangers 
associated with their underwater searches for sunken, 
spanish galleons, and usually elusive treasures. "There's an 
ever pervading presence of danger lurking near the 
occupants of smaller craft navigating throughout the 
so-called triangle area," said Brown. After diving on a

CONT. ON PAGE 5
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A TLANTIS AND THE GREAT PYRAMID

Physical evidence now exists for the continent of Atlantis. Mega- 
iithic temple blocks, roads, and walls were öbserved and photographed 
underwater at depths of 35-95 feet on the Continental shelves near 
Bimini in the Bahamas (1968), and in offshore Spanish territory near 
Barbeta, 20 miies north of Gibraltar, (1973). Leading authorities on 
pre-history (e.g. Dr. Mason Valentine, Edgerton Sykes) have validated 
these undersea remains indicating they are vestiges of a pre-Genesis 
Atlantic Ocean culture, specifically Atlantis.

Where was Atlantis? Most experts agree it extended outward from 
the Continental shelves on both sides of the Atlantic in the areas of 
Spain, Portugal, Ireland, Mexico, Central America, the Bahamas, and 
Canada.

According to psychic data, Atlantis existed as far back as 100,000 
B.C. or earlier. The löst continent was destroyed, or drowned, about 
11,000 B.C. through the joint action of meiting giaciai ice, cosmic 
upheavai, and earthquake. The tatter date /'s easier to assess because of 
information secured from geologists and oceanographers about rising 
water levels, changes in undersea strata, and cataclysms frequently 
experienced in the Atlantic from 29,000 B.C. to 11,000 B.C.

How does the Great Pyramid of Egyptrelate to Atlantis? According 
to accounts from Edgar Cayce and other psychic seers, the Atlanteans, 
fearing their imminent demise, decided to bury records of their 
civiiization in a iocation invuinerabie to physical changes. Therefore, it is 
beiieved they travelled down the Mediterranean before the fall of that 
great culture and selected Egypt as the burial place for these records, 
specifically the Great Pyramid and the area adjacent to the pyramid. 
Some accounts state the Great Pyramid in Egypt at the time the 
Atlanteans arrived, was constructed by survivors from the sunken 
Pacific Ocean continent, Lemuria.

Other writers have stated a belief that the Atlanteans built the 
Great Pyramid to protect their secrets. El Amra was the earHest 
recorded pre-dynastic city of Egypt (circa 4000 B.C.). A German team, 
(March 1975), reported finding another city near the Great Pyramid 
thousands of years earlier than any other recorded Egyptian culture. 
Considering the antiquity of Jericho (9500 B.C.), and other ancient 
cities like Catal Huyak in Anatoiia, the dates of these early Egyptian 
cities coincide with the destruction of Atlantis, generally estimated as 
11,000 B.C.
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TRIAL BY FIRE

"When thou passest through the waters, / will be with thee; and through 
the rivers, they shall not overflow thee; when thou walkest through the fire, 
thou shalt not be burned; neither shall the flame kindle upon thee."

Isaiah 43.2
The third Initiation of five ceremonial trials found in ancient teachings, 

refers to the ordeal by fire. The idea of one enroute to mastership, overcoming 
fire by superphysical means seems quite fanciful in terms of the human scene as 
we know it. Anyone of rational mind knows heat above 140 degrees can raise a 
blister in a hurry. Higher temperatures cause second and first degree burns. A 
little higher, with temperatues above boiling point (steam), 212 degrees 
fahrenheit, death from burns can come in a matter of moments.

The more I travel, the more I see and learn, the more I trustthe Bible and 
its allegorical, legendary teachings. We must find our own interpretations for the 
seemingly unbelievable, or blindly accept someone else's concepts, a risky 
proposition at best, with such a wide divergence of opinion existing between 
religious leaders, religions, agnostics, non-believers and the like, aptly described 
as religious confusion. The Bible describes things in beautiful ways: when we are 
ready for the teaching we find it was already there, just waiting for our 
realization of the message cloaked in allegorical descriptions and language.

On March 7th, 1975, I witnessed the reality of the foregoing. Komar, 
Vernon Craig, demonstrated great courage and self-mastery over fire by walking 
through a fire pit of burning coals ranging from 1,000 to 1,440 degrees 
fahrenheit. The feat has been duplicated on numerous occasions, mostly by 
aborigines, Kahunas in Polynesia, and some eastern tribes. As far as I know, 
Komar is the first American to conquer fire in modern times.

Where were the medical doctors? Couid Komar's ability to out-think pain 
and avoid what appeared to be certain cremation be of value to the healing 
fraternity? Where were the scientists? No Chemical, mechanical or physical aids, 
and no low magic employed here. No tricks, whatsoever. Must Komar walk 
through the pit a thousand times before Science - requiring repeatable results - 
accepts the validity of his performance? They tested so-called psychics with 
special zenor, guessing cards in telepathic experiments for some thirty years 
before telepathy became a generally accepted, scientific fact. It's a long, hot 
road ahead for Komar, and men of his ability.

Knowledge of the intuitional processes applied by Komar, if shared, will 
bring us all closer to higher self-realization. What are we waiting for? Komar, 
can you teil us how to overcome fire? Maybe we can use the same principles in 
overcoming other limitations. "Man shall overcome," alludes to the possibility 
of returning to our Divine state. Rising above the torment of any element awaits 
the realized person: the bush that burns without being consumed by fire. 
Whatever Komar manifested the night of March 7th, wasn't out there in the 
physical worid someplace. He did it from within. If you doubt this Statement, 
ask him. It was only his second attempt since his initial try in 1964, 
unexpectedly forced upon him at a Wayne County, Ohio, Old Folk's Home 
benefit. Manly P. Hall, once wrote of an engineer working in the Great Pyramid, 
who said he considered the wondrous monument an engineering embarassment. 
I n light of Komar's fire-walking and other pschic feats - and based on presently 
accepted scientific knowledge - this couid be considered a medical-scientific 
humiliation. DANIEL 4

19. Then was Neb-u-chad-nez-zar full o'f fury, and the form of his visage 
was changed against Sha-drach, Me-shack, and A-bed-ne-go: therefore he spake, 
and commanded that they should heat the furnance one seven times more than 
it was wont to be heated.

20. And he commanded the most mighty men that were in his army, to 
bind Sha-drach, Me-shach, and A-bed-ne-go, and to cast them into the burning 
f/ery furnance. Continued on page ß
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AETHERIC APPARATUS WITHOUT
FIXED SUGGESTION
Patentschrift, Patentirt im Deutschen Reiche vom 14, 1891 ab. Oscar Korschelt, Leipzig, Germany, 
(Thanks to subscriber, Bernhard Vaegs, West Germany.)

This device, according to the inventor, taps life energies from the ether. Korschelt's idea evolved 
Out of earlier findings by Wilhelm Weber who believed minute, etheric-electric particles originated in 
the same cosmic plasma. Korschelt agreed with Weber's concept that these particles are concentrated 
with unlimited intensity throughout the immediate, etheric (humidic) band surrounding our planet. 
The theory goes on to state that this energy band causes vibrational fields to issue as rays and beams 
from all forms, up to a certain distance. These energies presumably obey unknown, but hypothetically 
logical, mathematical laws in their activity, (ed note: shades of RADIESTHESIA}.

Korschelt claimed his form energy apparatus caused a vacuuming effect, created by rotation and 
orderly interraction with the free, positive etheric particles, adding, and with the negative molecules 
inherent in solid forms.

"It is therefore possible," stated Korschelt, "by the diffuse moving aether in the atmosphere, to 
balance-out," the base theory of Korschelt's cosmic contraption. "This apparatus," Korschelt wrote, 
"can be used for all purposes where an increase of living energy from the aethers is desired."

vzoji bzzz,
T hanbs (joA youft heZp Zn geZtcng fhe. pyaamZd kZZ out 
to M...Put a 6-(oot hZgh modeb Zn Zhe. ZlvZngaoom, 
and Zt'& ZeMZ(Ze. My wZ(e wah not ZmmedZaZeZy en- 
thutZattZc. aboat my Zdea (oft the. ZZvZngtoom, but Zt 
now eompZeteZy AoZd on the pyaamZd (oft medZtatZon; 
we itanted tZeepZng Zn Zt, and don't pZan to tZeep 
any othen. way; Zt gZvet one the LentatZon o( tZeep- 
Zng on the gn.ou.nd Zn the moantaZns, a veny (Zne (e- 
eZZng o( ZZghtnett and weZZ-beZng that we vaZue. 
kZ(aZ(a tpaouts have done weZZ. I've got to do 
eontnoZZed tetts to be tute l havn't ZmagZned Zt. 
One Zange buthy pZant has taken up netZdenee ZnsZde, 
too, and Zt -seeins to want to Atay. MedZZatZon and 
enengy Zevets de(ZntteZy seem enhaneed. WZtZ be Zn 
toueh wZth you a(ten we netunn (nom Eunope. Thanks 
agaZn. Oun Best, Hans HeZnzeTtZZng, MZnneapoZZs ,Mn.

Figure 1 — The Korschelt apparatus so fixed upon the tripod stand, allows the etheric particles in 
velocity to enter the mind-aura field of the subject at the point of receptive ingress, joining with the 
Union between the intuitive and intellectual hemispheres of the brain.
Figure 2 — This spiral on disc device will through a System of wires, gather whorls and curved lines of 
energy from the ether, bringing the etheric particles into a state of rotation, and will mount upon 
certain spots so that the living energy can be made useful in various ways. One side of the 
interconnected, wire-loop, spiral-framed disc is colored blue so that identification between positive 
and negative sides can always be assured.
Figure 3 — The helical coil, as developed upon the round plate mentally suggests rotation and is 
therefore effective with sufficient and carefully selected visualization. However, the chain (figure 5) 
effect of double-side, wire mountings might be utilized as a driving mechanism to gyrate the etheric 
wheel under certain conditions. The inventor suggests the etheric whirl can be amplified or lengthened 
by application of the spiral-link chain.
Figure 6 — Wire winding method connecting metal rings as shown.

Dr. Derald Langhorn, Ph.D. of Fallbrook, California, 
now offers University in residenee courses: GENESA: 
"Harmonias of Nature" A general Systems approaah to 
life. Strength... by reaching far out with balanee; 
Beauty... by refreshing from within, with rhythm; 
Wisdom. . . by thinking clearly, with symmetry, and 
Vita.lity... by living vibrantly, with harmony. You 
leam by experieneing from the inside out — from 
potential to actual. For Information write to us. 
The Pyramid Guide, P.O. Box 176,Elsinore, Ca -9SSSO

A

Genesa

Harmony

Crystal

In December, 1975, the Ancient Mediterranean Research Associ
ation will Sponsor an expedition to Egypt for two weeks which will 
explore the mysteries of Atlantis and the pre-Genesis world. Leaders of 
this search are Bill Cox and myself, Maxine Asher along with some 
outstanding scientists knowledgeable in Pre-History Studies. Readers 
seeking an on-site experience, tearning about Atlantis and the Great 
Pyramid will want to join this expedition. For Information call the 
Ancient Mediterranean Research Assn. (213) 475-6373 or write AMRA, 
Box 49421, Los Angeles, California 90049.

MANA PHYSICS A STUDY OF PARAPHYSICAL ENERGY, BY 
DR. SERGE V. KING @ $10.00 POSTAGE PAID. ORDER 
DIRECT FROM THE AUTHOR % HUNA ENTERPRISES 3741 
CENTINELA AVENUE, LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90066. DR. 
KING INVESTIGATES: CLUES FROM THE ANCIENTS, ANTON 
MESMER, BARON VON REICHENBACH, WILHELM REICH, PSY- 
CHOTRONICS, VIVAXIS, RADIONICS, PYRAMIDOLOGY,ETC..

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT . . .
We forgot to credit the FORM ENERGY 

DEVICE, shown on page four of our#16 issue as 

being the brainchild of Brad Pillow, Indianapolis.
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CAMERA OBSCURA

A New Reality Continuing Series

Soon we began to lose track of time, 
entering into a new kind of space conscious
ness. Our sense of space and dimension also 
became distorted. I personally experienced 
the Sensation of being in a rubbery-like 
environment, where near walls — according 
to my memory — suddenly- receded from 
expected ränge. At one time, I entertained 
the thought that someone might have re- 
moved the walls entirely; or eise I was going 
slightly mad. On other occasions, the walls 
and household furnishings seemed to be 
closing in upon me. The once large living- 
room became almost as confining as a 
walk-in closet. Until inner perceptions begin 
to open up, one Stands alone in a kind of 
no-man’s-land, neither seeing or feeling life’s 
familiär guideposts. At this point, sound, 
touch and fragrances become valuable tools 
ip determining one’s orientation. Acute 
listening becomes readily apparent during 
the first hour. The thinking mind — with 
eyes open in normal situations — is receiving 
about 80% of all external input. This 80%, 
suddenly shifting to other areas of conscious 
awareness creates a dramatic effect, to be 
sure.

Eric McLuhan, with a group of Toronto 
University students followed the lead of the 
Frenchman, M. Luceran, who became blind 
in his youth. Having had sight once, Luceran 
was determined to recapture old visual im- 
pressions. Having occasional moments of 
awareness of things through vibrations — and 
without the benefit of ordinary vision — 
Luceran experimented with expectations of 
discovering new ways of seeing. It was 
through his encounters with vibrational sight 
that he authored a book some fifty years 
ago, (written in French, and to our know
ledge, no longer available). Bill Cox

Thoughts from a Pyramidologist 
by Bernard I. Pietsch
A PYRAMID EYE ON THE UNIVERSE

From several different meteorological relation- 
ships in the Great Pyramid, a very special basis of 
timing of any and all cycles is given. Since Saturn is 
the most rigorous time giver, (Chronos), and 
Mercury has the shortest period, the relationships 
are exactly 123.6 orbits of Mercury in one orbit of 
Saturn, and implies a reorder of the Astronomical 
Table of elements and plants is long overdue. This 
is a very important and innovative piece of 
Information, since it establishes with certainty 
values we give to the solar System, now only 
derived from earth's point in space. Think about 
this for a minute. To assume the solar System must 
work as we see it admits to a narrow minded 
perspective. The pyramid information is given in 
terms of the perspective of being outside the solar 
System according to the cycles and inter- 
relationships of the planets and Systems in the 
starry worlds beyond. The base of true timing rests 
with the rate of expansion of the universe, and the 
ancient mathematicians carefully recorded it in the 
ponderous library of stone.

FRAGMENTS OF THE PSI, (HIGHER) COSMIC SCALE

We have taken on a very ambitious project. Where does one begin to define the levels of 
superconscious thought, higher mind-to-mind communication, (telepathy), mind over matter; past, 
present and future memory, psychic, spiritual and Divine healing; the realms of clairvoyance and 
clairaudience? It is a sad comment on the present evolutionary development of our society, when, as 
David St. Clair put it: ". . . in the name of archaic laws, little old ladies all over the country are being 
arrested for telling fortunes or giving past life readings."

Who can say where any individual operates in consciousness at a specified time: Judgements seal 
the door of understanding. Bio-feedback devices, despite successes are for the most part, completely 
inept Instruments in coping with the vast realms of mind. The psychological Sciences are lost in a maze 
of intellectualism, conscious and sub-conscious memory, microscopically acquired imprints through 
conscious, learned processes. Huge grants for the study of hitchhiking in the U.S. or the study of 
African temperatures during the ice age, or funds for investigating the sex life of the South American 
guri-guri bug produce no useful information about ourselves, and feelings about each other. Psi 
investigation does however go right to the heart of this little understood subject. Why then, can't grant 
monies be secured for an intensive study of parapsychological and metaphysical phenomena? Give us 
our TV, a Weekend camper, night baseball and a six-pack and most everyone remains pacified. Better 
we don't get too smart, too soon. Anyway, we must try.

The intuitional mind is our guide. The conscious intellect and its sense-oriented reservoir of 
knowledge — for what it's worth — are only adjunct to the inner prompting unfolding the PSI Scale. It 
releases in fragments, and we begin with the understanding there is the lower, electromagnetic 
spectrum, labeled as the Part Scale of Cosmic Vibrations and shown in our last, No. 1 7 issue of the 
Pyramid Guide, (see page three therein). And above the now forming PSI Scale, there is another 
spectrum aware people can sense but not know, except in flashes of cosmic consciousness or moments 
of Illumination; it is OMEGA CONSCIOUSNESS, beyond total self-remembering and continuity of 
consciousness, seldom experienced in any degree, unless one has completely awakened from the 
MAYA, illusory worid of matter.

Our main thrust will be toward defining some kind of order out of the higher PSI spectrum. We 
have several, possible arrangements, and a hint of their respective order in sub-scales within the overall 
spectrum. We welcome all comments, but ask that you the reader, withhold final judgement until 
the information has had an opportunity to unfold.

At this point, and before the next edition of the newsletter, we present a portion of the 
framework encompassing the PSI scale of Cosmic Vibrations. We base our approach on the proposition 
that all spectrums, high and low, readily interract in their higher and lower octaves, and harmonics, 
under the conscious or superconscious direction of the potentially realized, OMEGA, Divine mind of 
any human being evolved to that point of evolutionary experience. We make no Claims to any special 
gifts or Spiritual attainments. The information is offered in the light of our Creator's great legacy: 
Man/Wjman's right of free choice.
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schedule through the 1960's, the Arizona adventurer 
concluded; "people alone in this area of the Atlantic are 
often fearful of Cuban artifact pirates, sharks, water too hot 
or too cold for diving, international restrictions and there's 
aj ways the 'Bermuda Warp."

After studying Spanish Archives for signs of possible 
treasure-laden shipwrecks, the diving crew occasionally 
found success, and had in fact, supplied some important 
museums with artifacts, including Inca art treasures, gold 
cats with emerald eyes, and other gems of antiquity 
brought up from the atlantic deeps. They towed a 
magnetometer behind their boat and worked with sensing 
devices on board. Once charted, likely diving locales were 
pinpointed with a floating marker. An earlier designated 
spot drew renewed interest, so Brown and two other 
divers slipped over the side, alert for signs of unusual 
shapes, hopefully leading to a worthy find.

On this particular day, Dr. Brown, in his descent, 
noticed the ordinarily clear sea was now somewhat 
opaque with unsettled Sediments, recently stirred by the 
outer rim of a passing hurricane. He had difficulty in 
seeing more than a few feet ahead. Presently, located at a 
greater depth, the searching diver looked upward through 
the murky water to see Strong beams of sunlight outlining 
what appeared to be an Egyptian-Iike Pyramid. The huge 
stone structure loomed some ninety feet from the ocean 
floor. The astonished fortune hunter wondered if it was a 
trick of his Imagination, or was he really seeing the great 
stone form he thought it to be?" It was a stränge scene, 
said Brown, "This monolithic structure emerging from an 
ocean shelf in some hundred and thirty feet of water." He 
had no idea how much more of the pyramid remained

Milne breaks all rules with his hibiscus. The flowers blooming three to four days, and 
even then, the blooms can't be shaken off. "And over here . . . says Gib, "this tiny 
orange tree with constant blooms. Bill, you never saw so many oranges on a tree in your 
life."

The dynamic photographer considers light a most important ingredient where plants 
are concerned. Most of his garden specimens flourish under controlled, fluorescent light. 
"But," says Gib, "plants under the Pyramid do better in light deprived areas. Figure'that 
one out." Apparently Vegetation, always through photosynthesis, seek a balanced 
environment of heat and light for their vitality and propagation. "The variations of 
requirement of artificial light are many," says Gib. "The foot-candles of light used must 
balance and harmonize with each individual plant's needs."

The innovative horticulturist, refers to an earlier comment . . . "Iight-starved 
specimens do well in the Pyramid environment, and qualifies the replica as a new kind of 
light source." Though this light may be invisible to ordinary sight, and not readily 
detected by available scientific Instruments doesn't mean it's not there. Of course 
electrical, magnetic, solar, lunar and other energies can be invoived. To confirm Milne's 
and the Pyramid Guide's earlier suspicions, Gib set up a two foot high Pyramid above 
plants enveloped in the complete nigrescence of his basement darkroom. After a month 
his "impatients" were doing very well. The fibrous begonias have held their own, defying 
the logical principles of horticulture. Gib adds: "l'm going to run extensive tests, because 
it's very obvious there's a secret source of light inside the Pyramid . . . it's just unreal, 
what's happening!"

The pleased plant hobbyist continues to confound knowledgeable visitors, for 
example, by breaking geraniums off the parent stock, where they quickly take root and 
grow with a bürst, defying known laws and time in the process. For more information 
concerning Gilbert Milne's work and cassette tapes, monologues and a one-to-one taped 
discussion on his work with Bill Cox, April '75 in Toronto, Ontario, Canada, write to the 
Pyramid Guide.

concealed beneath the visible sea bottom. He noted the polished marble-like surface on the monument, entirely free of the usually expected, coral encrustations 
found on unmoving underwater objects.

The now electrified diver swam around the pyramid some distance below the topstone, apparently fashioned out of Lapiz Lazuli or similar material. On his 
third pass around the colossal form, he was surprised to see a large, doorless opening, unobserved in his other two approaches around the four sides. Without 
hesitation, Brown entered the room-sized chamber with a pyramid-peaked ceiling. His light source flashed on stone walls inscribed with swastika Symbols. Seven 
stone seats — one slightly elevated — bordered the rectangular structured walls of the chamber.

Brown's eyes must surely have danced when they focused upward on a two inch plus, diameter shaft projecting downward from the peaked ceiling, obviously 
trained upon the pedestal mounted forms poised waist-high below. Metalic appearing arms rose up out of the stone platform with hands directed upward in the 
männer of semi-supplication, both gently holding the amazing, spherical crystal artifact. The bewildered diver reasoned he had certainly swum into the distant past, 
the culmination of an earlier traumatic experience where he temporarily left his body for an unscheduled trip into the Cosmos following a near-fatal diving accident 
in the Atlantic in 1968.

Now quickly arousing from his reverie and awareness of a lost time-sense, Brown became immediately conscious of an ominous presence. Perhaps thinking the 
mysterious opening, which had eluded him during his explorations around the pyramid before entry might now close in upon him, the excited diver suddenly 
decided to abandon that very stränge space, and on impulse, quickly plucked the crystal ball from between the yielding, upright metalic hands.

Finally, returning to the boat, Dr. Ray Brown decided not to reveal the import of his find until he had time for further reflection upon significance of his 
chimerical episode. The other divers also brought up what they believed to be peculiar, inoperable electronic devices of unexplained origin.

Dr. Brown, long familiär with the vagaries of governmental attitude and laws applying to discoveries of value in international waters, decided to keep his crystal 
ball encounter a secret. "Once the artifacts are confiscated," he said, "you go to court, maybe after you've won your case a few years later, the treasure has 
strangely disappeared." Besides, Brown heeding the sinister warning, intuitionally imparted that memorable day, decided never to return to the site, and to further 
await guidance from within as to the implied humanitarian potential connected with his find.

Thus, in March, 1975, we were privileged to witness Dr. Ray Brown's unveiling of the classic, Atlantean Crystal. A few people reacted physically and some 
psychically to the noble object as mentioned before. We sensed inexpressible feelings toward the equisite orb; as though it was some form of communicative device 
— perhaps still on Signal — beaming and receiving cosmically imposed properties beyond our comprehension to translate. Dr. Brown sees a possible link between the 
natural, geometrically shaped, hexagonal crystal, and the spherically, hand-formed crystal ball.

Disobeying a previous pact to heed the intuitional warning not to return to the sea pyramid site, three of the five original divers are no longer alive, 
a blood-chilling omen.They all met death in diving accidents, their empty boats were found drifting aimlessly in the silent, untelling Atlantic.
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VexiA Ma. Cox -
R^eAAEng to oua ihoAt aonuMicutuon at the. PaJlomaA Cottege 
tectuaie, heAe. tt, the AciJeAenca to the (,IeAy iuama.ee tn whteh 
the tha.ee men wate thaown wtth no hanm done to them. lt tt 
tn the 6td Testament. The book oi Pantet, Chapten. 3. The 
whote chapteA Ahoutd be Ae.ad to explatn the etaeuuMtaneet. 
And tpeaktng oi the itn.e that buMetk. but doet not eontume, 
1 ptetume you aa.e iamtttaat wtth that tovety untvettat paayea.: 
”1 tnvoke the Sptattaa.t {tue -- the itae whteh butneth yet, 
eoniumeth not, but AatheA ttans io Mieth alt. tnto the putity 
and bheMednett o$ pet{,eetton. And a name tttiuth ioath 
inom the eenten of, the i-ite, and tt tt '1 AM."'
have you nead any of, Ottte Hobb'i wntttngi on watet dowttng? 
He wat (pcom Bntdgepont, Indtana, and toeated a itne deep 
wett tjon at on oua eountty ptaee nonthwett oi 1 ndtanapotti. 
He totd me 1 eoutd dowte, and 1 iound 1 eoutd. Uy mothet 
eoutd atto dowte. But my hutband coutdn't. Tn iaet, when 
he ttepped between Ma. Hobbt and me, and the watet ttte 
toeated eandtet, oua dowttng tnttAumentt ttopped woaktng. 
ttneenety, Maa. E.E. AUtton, Lake San MaAeot, Catti.
Tharik you, Mrs.Allison, for alerting us to the Bitte quotes.

M*M*M*M*M*M*M

"TBE MIND CAN GATHER INFORMATION FROM ANI PLACE IN THE UNI- 
VERSE: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE." Da. Jute Etienbad, MD.

THE PHILOSOPHER'S STONE

To the mystic, The Philosopher's Stone is perfect 
love, which transmutes all that is base, and “raises“ 
all that is dead.

OUTDOOR PYRAMID . . . Andy Ghigo, Glendale, Ariz. researcher 
experiments with color and sound. Waffled, plastic panels enclose 
wood frame construction.

Fourth Dimension Reachout Continued From page 2

21. Then these men were bound in their coats, their hosen, and their hats, 
and their other garments, and were cast into the midst of the burning fiery 
furnance.

22. Therefore because the king's commandment was urgent, and the 
furnace exceeding hot, the flame of the fire slew those men that took up 
Sha-drach, Me-shach, and A-bed-ne-go.

23. And these three men, Sha-drach, Meshach, and A-bed-ne-go, fei! down 
bound into the midst of the burning fiery furnace.

24. Then Neb-u-chad-nez-zar the king was astonished, and rose up in haste, 
and spake, and said unto his counsellors, Did not we cast three men bound into 
the midst of the fire? They answered and said unto the king, True, O king.

25. He answered and said, Lo, / see four men loose, walking in the midst 
of the fire, and they have no hurt; and the form of the fourth is like the Son of 
God.

26. Then Neb-u-chad-nez-zar came near to the mouth of the burning fiery 
furnace, and spake, and said, Sha-drach, Me-shach, and A-bed-ne-go, ye servants 
of the most high God, come forth, and come hither. Then Sha-drach, Me-shach, 
and A-bed-ne-go, came forth of the midst of the fire.

27. And the princes, governors, and captains, and the king's counsellors, 
being gathered together, saw these men, upon whose bodies the fire had no 
power, nor was an hair of their head singed, neither were their coats changed, 
nor the smell of fire had passed on them.

28. Then Neb-u-chad-nez-zar spake, and said, Blessed be the God of 
Sha-drach, Me-shach, and A-bed-ne-go, who hath sent his angel, and delivered 
his servants that trusted in him, and have changed the king's Word, and yielded 
their bodies, that they might not serve nor worship any god, except their own 
God.

■
Mw

INSIDERS ALL . . . Laura Langan, executive director of the 
Florida, PSI International, April ‘75, smiles from within, and 
is flanked by Pyramid Guide editor, Bill Cox (L), Count Pino 
Turolla, Italian nobleman, archeologist and Atlantean ex- 
plorer (R), and Tom Valentine, moderator, and articles editor 
for the National Tattier, tabloid (Rearl.

GOING MEDITATION . . . Saint Singh evokes heightened response 
from audience during Phoenix Pyschic Seminar earlier this year. Direct 
sounds, resonance and overtones created a most unusual effect, calling 
for a repeat performance the next evening.

FORMS AT WORK . . . Altered cone-shapes with cylindrical base, 
readied for grain storage by workmen, along highway, enroute to 
Tempe, Arizona.

iuama.ee


PAGE 77HE 'GUIDE RECOMMENDS
Provocative, Eye-Catching, 
Our Biggest Selling Item.

LIFE FORCE KEY PENDANT 
(Gold or Silver Finish with

Matching 24" Inch Necklace Chain) 
$5.95

add 5(W for postage and handling
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

'SUPPRESSED INVENTIONS'
(100 MPG CARBURETORS — FREE 
ENERGY SYSTEMS).’SURVIVE THE 
COMING CRASH'CUNCENSORED,80, 
000 WORDS).'DOWSING FOR TREA- 
URE'(GREAT)$4.95 EACH. GUARAN- 
TEED. .109 LIST % FRY'S 879- 
K PARK, PERRIS, CALIF 92370

JUST ADDED TO OUU BOOK CATALOÜ
P. D. Ouspensky ’s TN SEARCH OF 
THE MIRACULOUS <S THE FOURTH 
NAY & $2.75 3 $2.95 respective- 
ly... also Joseph Need's PSY
CHIC ENERGY...Peter Rendel's

UNTRODUCTION TO THE CHAKRAS. 
Monumental Works and greater 
knowledge. Write to the 'Guide

The supreme mind - being light and life.,
fashioned a glorious universal man in its
own Image. A man of earth and a man of 
heaven3 dwelling in the light of God. 
Understand; 0 Hermes^ and meditate deep- 
ly upon the mystery. That which in you 
sees and hears is not of the earths but 
is the mind of Gods incarnate. So it is 
said. that Divine Light Ewells in the 
midst of mortal darkness3 and ignorance 
cannot divide them. The light and the 
fire is heavenly man ascending in the 
path of the word3 and that which fails 
to ascend is mortal man which may not 
partake of immortality. Learn deeply 
of the mind and its mystery3 for there- 
in lies the secret of eternal life!
Hermes Trismigestus3 the personifica- 
tion of Universal wisdom3 embodied in 
his writing a sacred eloquence. This 
wisdom^ long dormant in the hearts and 
minds of the peoples of the worldj is 
now stirring to realization amid. the 
spiritual quickening of mankind. It is 
to this new humanity^ as well as THRICE 
GREATEST Hermes^ that the Great Pyramid 
the syrribol of etemity^ is dedicated.

Recent photo of a 

stacked ciuster of 
Brass Rod Pyramids,

Pyramid House Plans $1.00 
Delta Structures 
Dept. P.G. 15 Box 2382 
Norman, Oklahoma 73069

"CHEOPS" GREAT PYRAMID, 
sectional drawing, 15-1/2" x 18-1/2" 
in black and white on coated paper, 
showing plane of passages and en- 
larged portion of the King's Chamber

THRICE GREATEST, 
Hermes Trismigestus, and the Great 
Pyramid. Full color chart 12-1/2" x 
3 7-1/Z'. Both for $3.75. U.S. 
postage and handling included. 
Foreign, add .50(1. Order from the 
Pyramid Guide. MMM———I

"The New Atlantean Journal"
A new concept in total reportingl An 
Occult/UFO/Fortean information outlet 
featuring factual news events in all these 
fields. Scientific and analylitical articles 
by well known authors, National and 
International UFO reports PLUS a 
Person to Person CONTACT page, 
Predictions and Psychic experiencesl 
$4.00 yearly on a quarterly basis — 
Foreign $5.00. 4280 68th Avenue 
North, Pinella Park, Fla. 33565.

The Original Cameron Aurameter, World's most 
Sensitive Dowsing Instrument. (Combination 
water compass, weighing device, and uprjght 
penduluiYi) $49.50. Over 4,000 in use world- 
wide today. Exclusively available through El 
Cariso Publications. Write for Free Descriptive 
Brochure. P.O. Box 176. Lake Elsinore, Ca. 
92330. 

■

NOW AVAILABLE — A portable do-it- 
yourself MEDITATION PYRAMID KIT 
now offered for sale with instructions by 
the Pyramid Guide. As power develops 
along ridges and corners without loss pf 
energy minus panels, corners and cap- 
stone apex can be purchased as a unit. 
Buyer can secure lengths of 1/2” tubing 
at local hardware or plumbing shop, 
placing ends inside slots at corners to 
construct framework for desired height. 
Write for Meditation Pyramid Brochure, 
El Cariso Publications, P.O. Box 176. 
Elsinore, Ca. 92330.

PYRAMID REPLICAS . . . Precision hand-made, 
Brass Rod, 12" x 12" base, "Panel-Iess Pyramid 
Models stimulate plant growth," say experi- 
menters. Amateur horticulturists report pyramids 
placed over living plants enhance their growth. 
Open frame replicas apparently Charge plants, 

[seeds and sprouts with higher life energies, 
[without blocking or disturbing natural light rays 
[and ions. Sculptured with bright brass finish. All 
ishipments, postage due mailing. Order % Pyramid 
; Guide @ $13.95 each.
444A44A44444A4 44 AAA AAAAAAAA44

(WATERPROOF OUTDOOR PYRAMID ... 
[Exact Cheops replica is about 7' fall, 10-1/2" 
'■base. Uses just 6 sheets plywood, framing. 
'Unique playhouse for all. Detailed plans uncond. 
jguar. $2.75. John Nelson, Bouton, Iowa 50039.

..'.1975, FOURTH INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL 
<OF YOGA AND ESOTERIC SCIENCES ... 
»Holiday Inn, Hempstead, Long Island, New 
g| York, August 22-31. Write to Pyramid Guide for

descriptive brochure. See you there . . .

AAAAAAA44A4AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

HERE & NOW
finest spiritual and scientific information in the psychic field.

is North America’s most complete monthly guide to New Age events.

HERE & NOW featuxes:
The Uni-Com Calendar — giving times, places, fees & descriptions 

of hundreds of classes, films, lectures & Services every month.
► Up-to-date reports on discoveries suppressed by the news media. 

► A guide to organizations, counselors & teachers in your area.

Name:_
Address:

One year $ 6 .5 0 prepaid ($ 7 if billed).
Two years $ 11.5 0 prepaid ($12 billed).
Foreign: $10 per year, prepaid.
Payment enclosed

Send to: UNI-COM, Box 11716-A, Palo Alto. Ca. 94306, U.S.A.

THE,
SUBSCRIPTION FORM

s, In
CWf YEAR (12 issues) S7.50
Canadien and Foreign Subscriptions S9.50 per year

’ - CHIMSS c.

NAME

STREET

CITY STATE ZIP

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO Server
, Washington, D. C. 20011



THE GREAT AMERICAN FIRE-WALK . . . at Bill and Betty Finch's Phoenix, Psychic Seminar, (1) Komar, (Vernon Craig), of Wooster, Ohio, in his "civies," 
surveys leaping, ten-foot high flames, in preparation for his twenty-foot, seven to eight second walk through 1,200 degree average, metal melting, hot coais. In 
the next panel ,(2) Komar tunes up for the spectacular in full performing regalia, by leaping barefooted from upturned, (and very sharp) sword blades, onto a 
bed of flesh piercing nails, (sorry no photo of the actual jump, as some little boy nudged the camera on the last moment. Oh well . . . ) but in the following 
frame, (3) Denied use of flash for obvious reasons, camera captures near-end of Komar's superhuman effort, just before stepping out of the fire pit. The rather 
ghostly looking fakir, by the way, did not run; he walked, at times shin deep in the blazing coais, and appeared to partially levitate during the last few Steps, 
(4) The next day. Komar feels no pain lounging on the patio turf of the J. Newton Sands Hotel in Phoenix. (See more on Komar's amazing feat in Fourth 
Dimension Reachout on page two of this edition.

ARE YOU READY FOR THIS ...? Dr. 
Ray Brown, Mesa, Arizona Naprapath, poses 
with his approximate 2%" diameter, At
lantic Crystal, discovered in a sub-sea pyra
mid while scuba diving in the Bermuda 
Triangle, 1968. An expert has appraised the 
rare object at $18,000, but the perfectly 
formed artifact isn't for sale at any price. 
Dr, Brown says the Crystal seems to have 
some of the characteristics of the legendary 
Urim and Thummin, referred to in the 
Bible; "made from light itself," says Brown, 
"involving more than mere physical 
properties."

EGYPTIAN-LIKE PYRAMID . . . looms 
ninety feet above the Atlantic Ocean 
floor, in the middle of the Bermuda 
Triangle. Dr. Brown, described the 
polished surfaces and tightly fitted, 
mortarless joints of unmatched crafts- 
manship, and free of the usually ex- 
pected, live coral encrustations. Brown, 
announced the nature of his find last 
March, after waiting a few years to share 
it with the worid at the Phoenix Psychic 
Seminar.

First Class MLail

"OBSERVE THE PYRAMID CRYSTAL FROM EYE LEVEL," 
says the adventuresome, former sea-diver. Three shadow pyra
mids — sometimes a fourth can be seen — each, in sequential, 
staggered row, appear to conform to a miniaturized angle and 
degree of the Great Pyramid of Giza. From the side, the 
pyramids are seen as four parallel, darkened planes inside the 
one-piece, uncut Crystal Ball. In addition, an auric light may be 
captured by tjie_eyes_of c[ajrygYantly^ncHned oEser^s.

P.O. Box 176
Elsinore, ca. 92330
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In December, 1975, the Ancient Mediterranean Research Association will Sponsor an expedition 
to Egypt for two weeks which will explore the mysteries of Atlantis and the pre-Genesis world. 
Leaders of this search are Bill Cox and Maxine Asher along with some outstanding scientists 
knowledgeabie in Pre-History Studies. Readers seeking an on-site experience, learning about 
Atlantis and the Great Pyramid will want to join this expedition. For information call the Ancient 
Mediterranean Research Assn. (213) 475-6373 or write AMRA, Box 49421, Los Angeles, Calif, 90049. 

THE OREGON VORTEX
PLANETARY CHAKRA OR EARTHLY ACUPUNCTURE POINT? 
LOC. 42°29'40"N 123°5'W Mag Declination 1944 - 20°E.

Bi-Monthly
International Newsletter

NO. 19

(Cortical

\
PYRAMIDAL CELL

IN THE SYNAPTIC CONTACTS

BETWEEN NEURONS

DENDRITES

NERVE CELL

SEPT.-OCT. 1975

DENDRITIC SPINES ALONG 

______ DENDRITE ARE RECEIVERS

GrixldLe

Vf)/, /v, No. 1

Domestic $4.50
Foreign $5.50

What männer of stränge energy Whirlpool spherically divides ground level near Gold 
Hill, Oregon? The vortex and its minor vortices has scientists pondering.

With its seemingly visual and geometric distortion, warping and magnetic trickery, 
the Oregon Vortex beautifully attunes with galactic and Cosmic energies. In its diverse 
behavior a balanced, celestial mathematics appears in coordination with universal laws, 
right down to the electronic perfection of our tiniest atom.

Photos disprove the possibility of optical Illusion, nevertheless, investigators Standing 
erect within its circular margins and most trees near or touching one of the 57" wide 
terralines are seen to look taller and lean toward magnetic north, but appear shorter 
facing south. Still, a companion walking away southward becomes taller. Upon 
approaching he appears shorter.

This phenomenon opposes all laws of perspective. Upright posture aligns one's body 
with the vertical, whereas slouching causes the body to lean away from the plumb line.

The periodically expanding and contracting 165'4-1/2" radius, corona of energy, 
creates a definite warp. The Indians were well aware of this magical site. Legend says they 
called it "The Forbidden Ground."

The Indian ever Cosmically attuned to life energies and form applied them to healing 
and regenerative purposes. Unfortunately, our technological concepts of ancient cultures 
usually distort legends with fanciful notions and tourist appealing Propaganda.

New knowledge affirms magnetism's obvious effects on living organisms. "A magnet 
has not one effect on the living System but two effects, each supplied by the two forms of 
energy transmitted from each pole of any and all magnets, even the earth itself, which is a 
great magnet." (*from "MAGNETISM AND ITS EFFECTS ON THE LIVING SYSTEM" 
by Albert Roy Davis and Walter C. Rawls, Jr.). Davis and Rawls point up "the exciting 
possibilities of altering the genetics of plants, animals and many forms of life within the 
new Science of 'Biomagnetics'.

Terralines running north and south, east and west through the Oregon Vortex 
contact it with a period of oscillation measured at 22.329 seconds. They curiously 
correspond to the square root of the astronomical light unit of distance @ 498,5000 
seconds. The terralines beyond contact with the area do not oscillate but move some 
14-1/2" as the circular field expands and contracts. They also exert no noticeable 
reaction upon a compass, so scientists can't legitamely say the Oregon Vortex is a 
magnetic field. A heavy lead shield can't halt the energy's Penetration, but gold can 
absorb energy waves.

Seven of these vortices are known to exist. They conform in number, though not in 
location, to the human System of chakras. One of these high energy points lies only 40 
miles away on the summit of the Siskiyou Mountains in Oregon.

One wonders what wouid happen to water flowing over the Oregon Vortex. Davis 
and Rawls write of charging water by running it over a south pole magnet. Magnet water 
applied to root Systems increases plant growth, should world food shortages and 
starvation be inevitable?

Rats in an enriched environment have more spines on 
these cells than their littermates from an impoverished 
environment.

THE TRIANGLE - THE BASIS OF LIFE 
Tony Mallin

Dear Friends:
In the May/June 1974, No. 11, PYRAMID GUIDE, 

on page 5, Lucille McNames (Sari), says, "The pyramids 
were designed as a triangle to receive and preserve vital 
forces, the Creative progressing, unfurling formation of 
life."

While in the process of researching whale brains I ran 
across an article about rat brains relating to the little 
understood gray matter of whales. I ran across a drawing 
of a cortical neuron and immediately grasped its signi- 
ficance, recalling Lucille McName's revealing comments. 
l'm enclosing my Sketch of this cortical neuron. When 
you see it, note its name, "pyramidal cell" and signi- 
ficance.

This "pyramidal cell" communicates with others of 
its kind by dendrites, long feelers. These dendrites have 
spikes receiving energy from other "pyramidal cells." Do 
they like pyramid replicas accumulate energy? Instead of 
containing energy as our pyramid models do it seems they 
send the force onto the next "pyramid cell" via their 
dendrites?

This brings up many possibilities with pyramid 
replicas. Even more surprising, Sari stated that, "The 
pyramids were designed as a triangle to receive and 
preserve vital forces . . . ," and this is exactly the 
"pyramid cell's" function. l'm amazed that she came to 
such a basic premise and l'd like to know how she did it 
■ • ■ ? Tony Mallin

6351 No. Oakley Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60659

Tony Mallin, a one-man drive to save the whale, and his 
whale information program: "Project Jonah," sees 
cosmetic and pharmaceutical firms and pet food pro- 
ducers using whale products overseas as a great threat 
toward the whale's extinction. "Foreign vtfialers harpoon- 
ing one of these creatures, one approximately every 
seventeen minutes, are the chief offenders," he says, and 
account for about 90% of the great whale kill."
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(Part one, of two parts)

BUGS BUGGED BY WIRECAPPING? PAGE 2

Fourth
Dimension
Reachout

For years the beauties, legends, Underground cities, temples of the good and mysterious 
and supernatural inhabitants of Mt. Shasta have been noted by several writers.

Legend is defined as "a story of Ufe coming down from the past." Let us look into some 
of Mt. Shasta's legends as i open my journai containing truths given to me by those who live 
on a plane of evolution far beyond my own. The broad valleys of Strawberry, Squaw, Butte, 
Shasta and Scott comprise the area once known as "Valley of the Dome," with Mt. Shasta as 
"the Dome."

Long, long ago, many races preceding the Indians came to worship in this Valley of the 
Dome, a vast ampitheatre. Heating, learning, rest, restoration and Inspiration drew them here, 
and in the not too distant future the people of our planet will come again. There was a great 
and wondrous temple of light in this Valley of the Dome, so far in the distant past it cannot 
now be remembered, but one day the temple will be rebuilt in this same ampitheatre, for MT. 
SHASTA IS A PLACE OF PROMISE.

Powerful cosmic rays pour down upon Mt. Shasta. These vibrations have the power to 
influence whomever and whatever they fall upon. For many centuries the Valley of the 
Dome's earth has been impregnated with these cosmic rays enriching it with nourishing 
minerals. The people of this valley worked and worshiped the Deity we call God, even now as 
we worship Him. They weren't "supernatural" but ordinary folk just as we are, having the 
same aspirations, difficulties and compensations we experience. To be supernatural, one must 
have capacities beyond the normal, to perform mirades. Jesus performed so-called miracles 
but he was not .supernatural. Through self-denial and self-discipline he manifested the Creative 
power vested within him and in all of us and he used this power to a Superlative degree.

The Valley of the Dome's rieh soilproduced food in great size, flavor and abundance. Mt. 
Shasta's lava, the potash, Urne and iron in their decomposition added to the soü's fertiHty at 
her base. The essence of these minerals together with decomposed granite, decaying Vegetation 
and abundant rainfa/i, indeed make it a magicai earth.

In a letter from a friend iong in communication with those who live on the Plane of 
Thought the following came through:

"The vibrations of the past are easily feit or experienced at the so-called power points on 
the earth's surface. The ancient mystics held their meetings and ceremonies, spending much 
time communing with God and unifying themselves with the universe. The pure but powerful 
vibrations of these ancient, high adepts still remain. They chose these spots for worship, as 
with the Valley of the Dome, for they knew their own power could be increased in 
convergance with cosmic rays in abundance here. Thus the cosmic rays of now and the high 
vibrations of Iong-gone men permeate this Holy place."

Power points, where there is a grounding of light are produced by invisible rays striking 
the earth at certain spots on our gtobe. The more a spot is used for meditation and/or prayer, 
and dedication to the Divine Plan, the more powerful the sites' vibrations will become. 
Visitors of all times may then experience the great power stored within that area. Wishing to 
know if Mt. Shasta were such a place / went to those highly evolved ones with whom I 
frequently converse:

"Yes, Mt. Shasta is such a point of power in the universe where in Iong times past, great 
ones came to live and work, and pray that they might increase that power within themselves, 
and then, as they went out into the worid of men they would radiate that power to awaken 
them of the possibility and need for a better life. Mt. Shasta is indeed such a point of power 
seldom feit elsewhere."

/ have on several occasions climbed magnificent, mysterious Mt. Shasta, never to her 
summit but near/y so. The ascent is difficult and hazardous, particularly from Rest House at 
the timberline where the cHmb is steep and nearly perpendicuiar in piaces. Nojpe polluting 
snowmobiles churn the once dean blanket of snow into mud ruts disturbing the mountain's 
natural Vibration and rhythm. Fires have too ravaged the lovely mountain and her timbers 
have been cut, adding to her hurt. Mt. Shasta is the homeplace of wonderfully wise Beings 
who ever serve our Creator by watching over us, helping us in our struggles to find the 
Christworld way.

These great, wise, highly evolved ones live in their etheric bodies in the etheric field of the 
mountain and they disperse the disturbing and sometimes maiieious vibrations being thrust 
into the atmosphere by those who know not the mountain is a place of peace, prayer and 
meditation: for many come here for restoration and Inspiration. Those great ones have been 
holding this beautiful place in God's universe free from the /// effects of negative vibrations so 
our people may seek healing and rest here. In its own time and rhythm disrupting conditions 
will no longer be, for the earth continually moves higher and higher into its own true 
vibratory rate. Such undesirabie emanations will have been withdrawn from the area leaving it 
as it was meant to be when created. continued on page 3

state of

maggots 
for the

For more than twenty-five years we've known 
insects react in stränge ways to pyramid environments. 
Mere wire frame or thread, maypole type, pyramid caps 
somehow enhance or disturb the vibratory space of 
Nature'stiny creatures.

We've observed flying insects upon approach to a 
panel-less meditation pyramid suddenly veer off at right 
angles, as though they struck an invisible barrier. By 
odd coincidence there's no absolute assurance this will 
occur. Flies and mosquitoes for example, seldom zoom 
right on inside, oblivious to the apparent auric shield 
driving away their brothers. Of these interlopers few 
find it convenient to linger inside for very long 
hurriedly departing for less hostile environs. Those who 
are somehow unaffected by the high sound vibrations 
stirring inside the open frame pyramid's high energy 
chamber can drive the inquisitive researcher completely 
"bugs." By what stroke of Nature are they the 
exception? Could they be in a more elevated 
group consciousness?

In 1948, Verne Cameron discovered 
infesting decayed meat soon made a rush
sidelines when a pyramid cap was placed over the object 
of their feast. We earlier reported the bizarre behavior 
of wiggly fishing worms subjected to a wire pyramid 
frame mounted over their earthly dwelling place. I 
believe the speed, intensity and quality of pyramid 
vibrations are just too refined for such sluggish, low 
vibrational creatures. Flies and the like are obviously in 
higher States of Vibration than earth-bound insects. Still 
they vibrate too low for prolonged pyramid play. None 
it seems, have any more business loitering inside a 
pyramid than I would meditating in a microwave oven. 
Why become a cooked cookie when there are friendlier 
habitats outside? Yes, the pyramid's song shoos away 
inquisitive insects. We solved our outdoor, summer 
eye-gnat Problems with a pyramid covered patio four 
years ago.

The freaky list of pyramid-insect reports runs long 
and wide. I leave these curious questions with you?

How come pyramid frames seem to control algae 
and other minutia life forms in a fish tank or aquarium, 
while tiny brine shrimp grow asfoundingly larger and 
experience a trebled life-span? Why do some organisms 
grow to enormous proportions, producing greater yield, 
and attaining brighter color, texture and more balanced 
symetric form in pyramid environments? Meanwhile 
others are found literally burned, as with 
over-fertilizing, wither away from ovefcharging after a 
few hours inside the open-frame pyramid chamber? 
When they know the answers to these questions 
investigators will realize one key to understanding “Life 
Energies" lies concealed in the little-known Science of 
"Form Energy." „

Bill Cox
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flUOTESi AND LETTERS l

PYRAMID ENERGY TOO HOT FOR GLOXINIA.■."WE HAD A BEAUTIFUL GLOXINIA, WITH ABOUT EIGHT LARGE BLOOMS/' WRITES W. J. (JIMMY) SIMPSON, WRITER 
FOR THE ST. CATHARINES STANDARD, ONTARIO, CANADA. "BECAUSE WE DIDN'T REALIZE THE FULL POWER OF THE PYRAMID UNDER WHICH WE HAD IT, WE 
DIDN'T REALIZE IT WILL MUMMIFY THE FLOWERS IF LEFT ON TOO LONG AT ONE TIME. WE HAD LEFT IT UNDER THE APEX OF THE PYRAMID FOR ABOUT 10 
DAYS AND THE FLOWERS SUDDENLY WENT ALL BROWN, AS WELL AS SOME OF THE OPENING BUDS, JUST OVERNIGHT. IT ALSO MUMMIFIED A GERANIUM CUTTING 
WE HAD UNDER ANOTHER PYRAMID. SO IF YOU CAN, IT MIGHT BE ADVISABLE TO TELL YOUR READERS NOT TO LEAVE THEIR PRIZE PLANTS UNDER THE PYRA
MIDS TOO LONG AT ONE TIME. I TOLD GIB MILNE ABOUT IT AND HE SAID SOMETIMES ONLY A FEW HOURS IS NEEDED TO LIVEN UP A PLANT NOT DOING TOO 
WELL. WORLD DATA CENTER. ..FOR INFORMATION ON SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL PHYSICS, SOLAR AND INTERPLANETARY PHENOMENA, IONOSPHERIC PHENOMENA, FLARE 
ASSOCIATED EVENTS, GEOMAGNETIC VARIATIONS, AURORA, COSMIC RAYS, AIRGLOW AND OTHER STUDIES, WRITE TO THE CENTER AT BOULDER, COLORADO,80302, 
USA. GIZA PYRAMID'S TOPSTONE LIFTED AWAY...? CLAIRVOYANCE REVEALS THAT THE GREAT PYRAMID'S CAPSTONE WAS OF A MATERIAL CHARGED WITH ENERGY 
OVER A LONG PERIOD OF TIME AND LIFTED OFF AND TAKEN INTO ANOTHER PLANET-TO BE USED PERHAPS AS A CHARGING DEVICE FOR INTERPLANETARY, SPACE 
VEHICLES, AND NOT NECESSARILY A GOLD SUPERSTRUCTURE SUBSEQUENTLY REMOVED PIECE-BY-PIECE IN RAIDS OVER A PERIOD OF TIME AS PREVIOUSLY BE
LIEVED. PSYCHIC COMMUNICATION BETWEEN CONSENTING ADULTS ■ ■ ■ ? PSYCHIC SELF-DEFENSE IN THE OUTER WORLD MAY BE AS HEINOUS AS IT APPEARS ON 
THE INNER PLANES... REV. BARBARA BACON OF VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA, CALLED THE FIRST PUBLIC MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF META- 
PHYSICIANS TOGETHER IN MAY OF THIS YEAR. THE GROUP AGREED TO THE NEED FOR A DRIVE TO LEGALIZE PSYCHIC WORK BY HIGHER, SENSE PERCEPTION 
PEOPLE, AND THE ADOPTION OF A CODE OF ETHICS BY A NEWLY-FORMED RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION. "CALIFORNIA POLiCE ARE HANDCUFFING AND ARREST
ING LITTLE OLD LADIES ALL OVER THE PLACE," SAID DAVID ST.CLAIR, SUCCESSFUL AUTHOR OF SEVERAL BOOKS ON PSYCHIC PHENOMENA AND THE HEALING 
ARTS. "TAROT READERS, CLAIRVOYANTS AND OTHER AWARE PEOPLE IN THE PSYCHIC FIELD ARE UNDER SNEAKY ATTACK BY ARCHAIC LAWS...WE ALL HANG TO
GETHER OR HANG SEPARATELY," HE SAID. "ONE CAN ONLY HIDE BEHIND A REVEREND'S LICENSE FOR SO LONG. IF THEY DECIDE TO HARRASS YOU...YOU 
GET ARRESTED, THEY WILL SUCCEED." HE ADDED.HIERONYMUS RIDDLE CONTINUES■■.A.G. NANTON OF ROCKLEY, BARBADOS/ WEST INDIES, INQUIRES OF MR.

. GIBSON, WHOSE LETTER WAS PUBLISHED IN THE JULY-AUGUST ISSUE OF PYRAMID GUIDE... "I HAVE TAKEN THE LIBERTY TO WRITE TO YOU CONCERNING THE 
MODIFICATION OF THE HIERONYMOUS SYMBOLIC MACHINE. IN THE JULY/AUGUST ISSUE OF THE PYRAMID GUIDE I SAW IN THE GUIDE REPLIES THAT YOU 
HAD BEEN ASTONISHED BY THE RESULTS YOU OBTAINED. I WOULD BE TRULY GRATEFUL IF YOU WOULD SEND ME THE YEAR AND NUMBER OF THE FATE MAGAZINE 
THAT CONTAINED THE ARTICLE GIVING PARTICULARS OF THE MODIFIED MACHINE. I WROTE THE UNIVERSITY MICRO FILM BUT THEY COULD NOT HELP ME, AS 
THEY HAD NOT THE NUMBER AND DATE OF THE FATE MAGAZINE TN WHICH IT WAS PUBLISHED. I ALSO TRIED OUT THE CIRCUIT PUBLISHED IN THE SAGA MAGA
ZINE OF SEPT 1972, BY JOSEPH F. GOODAVAGE, BUT HE DID NOT GIVE ENOUGH PARTICULARS SO THE SYMBOLIC CIRCUIT AS GIVEN IN THE ARTICLE WAS NOT 
COMPLETE, SO DID NOT GET ANY RESULTS. I WOULD THANK YOU TO GIVE ME ANY DETAILS WHICH WOULD HELP ME IN CONSTRUCTING SUCH A SYMBOLIC MACH
INE. THANKING YOU FOR ANY INFORMATION THAT YOU MAY BE KIND ENOUGH TO GIVE, WHICH WILL BE GREATLY APPRECIATED. ECOLOGOS, AN INTENTIONAL 
TRANSCAT ACLYSMIC SURVIVAL COMMUNITY. ■ .LAURI FORTI CALLS OUR ATTENTION TO '-'...MANY DIVERSE SPIRITUAL AND SCIENTIFIC SOURCES INDICATE WE ARE 
PRESENTLY WITNESSING ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT AND INTENSE EVOLUTIONARY PHASES IN THE HISTORY OF THE PLANET. ECOLOGOS," SHE WRITES,"HOLDS 
THE VISION THAT TRANSITION TO THE NEW AGE WILL BE THROUGH A NETWORK OF COMMUNES—CENTERS OF LIGHT SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED AND DISCIPLINED TO 
PURIFY THE BODY/MIND/SPIRIT OF THEIR MEMBERS, THEREBY MAXIMIZING THE FLOW OF LIFE ENERGY. IN VIEW OF THE LATENESS OF THE HOUR, RESISTANCE 
TO CHANGE AND MASS CONSCIOUSNESS," SHE ADDS, "IT IS MORE EFFICIENT TO BUILD A NEW CIVILIZATION AND AVOID GETTING HIT BY THE FALLOUT OF OUR 
PRESENTLY CRUMBLING ONE." ECÖLÖGOS PLANS TO DEVELOP A LOCATION IN SOUTH CENTRAL CANADA, THE ONLY LARGE EARTHQUAKE-FREE AND GEOLOGICALLY 
STABLE SHIELD OR ZONE IN THE NORTH AMERICAN CONTINENT. THE GROUP WILL MAINTAIN LARGESCALE GREENHOUSING FOR YEARLONG, LIVE FOOD AND FEATURE 
NATURAL HEALING THROUGH RAW DIET, FASTING, COLOR, MUSIC, HYDRO AND SOLAR THERAPIES. ' LAURI BELIEVES THE EARTH'S CRUST OR POLES HAVE SHIFT- 
ED ABRUPTLY MANY TIMES IN THE PAST, AND EXPECTS ANOTHER SHIFT IS DUE, AS PROPOSED BY AN IMPRESSIVE LIST OF GEOLOGISTS AND WRITERS. 
ALTERWIVE ENERGY SOURCES^NEWSLETTER. ■ ,A FASCINATING, EARTHY APPROACH TO THE CURRENT ENERGY CHAOS, LISTING BOOKS, PERIODICALS AND OTHER 
PUBLICATIONS COVERING WIND TOWER, FREE ELECTRICITY, METHANE USES, SOLAR AND HYDROPOWER SOURCES. WRITE TO; CTT, 9 LONSDALE ROAD, LONDON 
SW 13 9 EB ENGLAND. EGYPTIAN ARTIFACT, ROD LEFT, CRUX ANSANTA RIGHT.. .A VISITOR TO THE FLORIDA, PSI INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE SHOWED US A 
PURPORTEDLY VERY OLD EGYPTIAN CARVING WITH THE FIGURE OF A HIGH PRIEST HOLDING THOSE AFOREMENTIONED SYMBOLS OF WISDOM AND MAGICAL POWER 
AS DESCRIBED, AND MAY PROVIDE LIGHT ON THE AGE-OLD QUESTION. .WAS THE RIGHT ARM CROSSED OVER THE LEFT OR VICE-VERSA? AND WAS THE ROD HELD 
IN THE RIGHT HAND OR THE LEFT? WESAK FESTIVAL AND WORLD INVOCATION DAY. ■ .MAY 29TH AND THE DAY AND FULL MOON NIGHT OF THE 25TH ON THE 
SHORE AT LAKE SHASTA, IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA, WERE MOMENTOUS OCCASIONS. DÄNCING, SONG AND GROUP MASS INVOCATION HERALDED THE TIME OF PRE- 
PARATION FOR A NEW CIVILIZATION AND CULTURE AND THE COMING OF A NEW SPIRITUAL DISPENSATION THIS YEAR. WE SAW THE UNREAL BUT ASTONISHING 
BEAUTY OF THE LUNAR ECLIPSE THROUGH BINNOCULARS THAT NIGHT OF THE FESTIVAL, ONE OF THREE LINKED FESTIVALS AS SPIRITUAL HIGHPOINTS IN 1975. 
ON SUNDAY, MAY 26TH, DIVINELY DIRECTED PARTICIPANTS FROM OVER THE U.S. ATTENDED A HIGHER PLANETARY CONSCIOUSNESS SYMPOSIUM NEAR LAKE SHAS- 
TINA, SOME TEN MILES NORTH OF THE SACRED MOUNTAIN. UPON DEPARTURE WE NOTED THE GREATER SENSE OF MEANINGFUL, LIFE PURPOSE EMERGING FROM 
THE CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES. PYRAMID'S RELATIONSHIP TO EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD NOTED BY CLEVELAND, OHIO RESEARCHER,BILL HALAS SAYS, "TIM 
BALLINGHAM’S LETTER PRINTED IN VOL. III, NO. 9 OF THE GUIDE REMINDED ME OF THE FIRST PYRAMID EXPERIMENTS I CONDUCTED DURING MY VACATION 
ON PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND, CANADA. I USED A VENTILATED CARDBOARD PYRAMID WITH A BASE OF 16 CM. THE EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF PLACING A POC
KET KALLIROSCOPE (MANUFACTURED BY KALLIROSCOPE CORP., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.) UNDER THE PYRAMID. IT IS A PLASTIC METAL AND GLASS CHAMBER ABOUT 
3"X5"Xl/2" AND FILLED WITH PERCHLORETHYLEME. YOU CAN SEE INTO THE CHAMBER THROUGH THE GLASS PLATE TOP. IT LOOKS LIKE CLOUDS INSIDE. THE 
CLOUDS ASSUME VARIOUS SHAPES WHEN YOU SHAKE THE KALLIROSCOPE OR WHEN YOU PLACE YOUR FINGER ON THE GLASS. THE HEAT FROM YOUR FINGER CAUSES 
THE GASSES INSIDE TO MOVE. THE KALLIROSCOPE WILL PRESENT SLOWLY CHANGING FORMS WHEN JUST LEFT STATIONARY NEAR A WINDOW. SOMETIMES IT JUST 
GOES BLANK. WHEN I PLACED THE KALLIROSCOPE UNDER THE PROPERLY ALLIGNED PYRAMID A STRAIGHT LINE APPEARED IN THE CLOUDS OF THE DEVICE. THIS 
HAPPENED WITHIN ONE HALF HOUR AFTER BEING PLACED UNDER THE PYRAMID. I HAD NEVER SEEN THE KALLIROSCOPE PRODUCE A LINE LIKE THIS SO I 
CHECKED ITS DIRECTION WITH A COMPASS AND FOUND THE LINE WAS POINTING DUE NORTH. I REPEATED THE EXPERIMENT MANY TIMES. THE LINE APPEARED 
A NUMBER OF TIMES BUT NOT EVERY TIME. I LATER TRIED PLACING A LODESTONE ON THE KALLIROSCOPE TO SEE IF A MAGNETIC FIELD WOUUD PRODUCE A 
LINE OR SOME PATTERN RELATED TO THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THE STONE. IN EVERY INSTANCE WHEN I PLACED THE LODESTONE ON THE SCOPE THE 
SCREEN WOULD GO BLANK. . .NO PATTERN OF ANY SORT WOULD BE FORMED. I MUST CONCLUDE THERE WAS A DEFINITE RELATIONSHIP BEING CREATED BY THE 
PYRAMID; I.E., A CARDBOARD STRUCTURE PATTERNED AFTER THE GREAT PYRAMID PRODUCED AN EFFECT RELATED TO THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC PROPERTIES. 
THE PLANT MACHINE.■.AN ELECTRONIC WINDOW ON THE RESPONSIVENESS OF PLANTS TO PERSONS AND SITUATIONS HAS BEEN DEVELOPED BY A NORTHERN 
CALIFORNIA ELECTRONICS RESEARCH FIRM. WORDS FROM ONE GONE OVER.■.DR. F. W. FARRAR, DISCARNATE COUNSELLOR AND FORMER DEAN OF CANTERBURY, 
WHO PASSED ON IN 1903 AND CHANNELED BY REV. FRANK WINN OF MARTINSBURG, WEST VIRGINIA, STATES IN "DAYSPRING": ..."THE MASTERS OF ANCIENT 
WISDOM, LORD POSEIDON INCLUDED, KNEW THAT A NEW REFUGE WOULD HAVE TO BE FOUND FOR INCARNATING MANKIND TO CONTINUE HIS DESTINY, AND THUS 
A NUMBER OF YEARS BEFORE THE FINAL SINKING OF THE REMNANT OF THAT ATLANTIC ISLAND KINGDOM, THE COUNCIL MET AND CHOSE'FIVE MAIN AREAS 
FOR THE FOURTH STAGE OF EXPERIMENT MAN. THESE AREAS WERE EGYPT, CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA, THE GOBI DESERT, MONGOLIA, CHINA, TIBET AND 
NORTH AMERICA. THERE WERE OTHERS ALSO..." (ED. NOTE: IMPORTANT ANCIENT PYRAMID STRUCTURES HAVE BEEN FOUND IN MOST ALL OF THESE AREAS 
FROM TIME TO TIME.)

rbe &ueeN’s cbAMfeeK Continued From page 2

Our earth is not a mere conglomerate of soil and sand, tree and fern, mountain and 
meadow; not just a great, round orb created for man to walk upon. Ah, no. The earth is spirit 
substance, as you and / are spirit substance, and it groans and exuits, sorrows and weeps, 
inhaies and exhaies even as we do. Nikola Tesla, the great electrica/ genius who was wholly 
God-motivated and God-directed, teils us "the Earth's vibrations have a periodicity of 
approximate/y one hour and forty-nine minutes; that is, a wave of contraction goes through it 
returning one hour and forty-nine minutes in the form of expansion. The earth, like 
everything eise is in a constant state of Vibration, continually contracting and expanding."

Elevnora Wherrit together with her gentle husband, Dr. Paul Wherrit, live on a large parcel of pine and 
floral-covered acreage a short distance from the base of Mt. Shasta. They have been residents there al most 
continously since the early 1940's. Elevnora and Dr. Wherrit know Bliss: They are in Bliss and Agape Love 
Consciousness a great deal of the time, and Mrs. Wherrit is an accomplished writer, artist, avid meditator 
and channel of wisdom teachings. (eds'.i (To be continued)



ADVANCING ROOT-RACE CHILDREN
EXPRESS PHENOMENA IN JAPAN

World travellers, Soichi Asai President, and Hiroshi 
Ono, Vice President of the UFO and Parapsychology 
Researching Club of Kyoto University, Kyoto City, 
Japan, visited Guide Headquarters in Los Angeles May 
16, 1975.

"Uri Geller's recent visit to Japan generated a large 
wave of psychic activity among Nipponese children," 
they said, "Many actually upstaging the well-known, 
Psychic Magician." Asai and Ono told us the known 
number of psychically active children in Japan may 
run between twenty and thirty thousand.

At first, the children could only bend spoons, 
knives and other light Utensils, but later on they began 
to demonstrate various new and unique, psychic 
abilities according to their own seif discoveries. For 
example, here are a few phenomenal talents that came 
to light during ths interview:

"Some youngsters found they could predict the 
type and Order of playing cards dealt face down on a 
table," said Asai, "Others were able to mentally 
generate a thought photograph on camera film, ex- 
posed in total darkness." One child can cause metal 
objects to disappear in local space. Psycho-Kinesis 
(P.K.) moving objects by mental direction soon 
becarne a rather common occurrence. "Teleportation, 
prophecy and telepathic, mental radio communication 
no longer remain unusual forms of expression in 
Japan,” says Asai and Ono. One boy they know, can 
simultaneously see happenings in the present or 
shift into Cognition of future events merely by gazing 
into a water-filled washbowl. Another youth with P.K. 
abilities can recharge batteries by touching them. 
Masters of Esoteric Teachings have long predicted the 
dawn of new root race births presently occurring on a 
planetary scale. These children, advanced in their 
evolution prove extra sensory perception is not extra 
at all.

It occurs to me that the highly potent Atom 
Energies unieashed by the Atomic Bombs on 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, at the dose of World War H, 
may have given Japan's immediate environment new 
rates of Vibration, affecting the psychic capabüities of 
that nation's newborn children. Jean Caminer

EARLY EGYPTIAN FIGURE Projects in wall 
shadow behind Hawaiian Kahuna, Morna Simeona. 
Ms. Simeona was speaking on "A Glimpse Into 
Egypt" at the '75 RainboW Festival in the 
Sheraton Waikiki, Honolulu, Hl. where the spectre 
seemed to coordinate its motion with the Speaker s 
bodily movements. HoWever, there was little visible 
in the physical-material foreground to correspond 
with the ancient, high priest's giant-like, 
umbrageous outline.

BENDING SPOONS with mental energy (P.K.), 
by Japanese children has almost become a 
national pastime since Uri Geller's visit to the 
Great Pacific Island.

"A PORTION OF THE PSI SPECTRUM"

The ränge embracing the higher, finer matter, the 
substance of Spirit, Mind, Thought and Emotion. It 
lies just above the electromagnetic scale of vibrations, 
beyond the spectrum where the various phenomena of 
touch, sound, light, color, smell, taste, electricity, 
magnetism, heat, radio, etc. are received through one 
or more of the five senses. subject to revision
MENTAL TRAVEL

SUGGESTION, SELF- AUTO SUGGESTION, 
HYPNOSIS, TRANCE, SEMI-STATES

SHAPE-SHIFTING

ASTRAL TRAVEL

PHYSICAL INVISIBILITY

LEVITATION

CONTROL OF PHYSICAL, ETHERIC
AND ASTRAL MATTER

BI-LOCATION (Physically appearing in two 
locations at the same time)

PSYCHIC SURGERY - PSYCHIC DENTISTRY

TELEPORTATION
MATERIALIZATION (Apports) Bringing 
objects and matter from a distance 
into physical manifestation

DEMATERIALIZATION: (Mentally causing matter 
(objects or substances to disappear,locally or at a 
distance)

PSYCHO-KINESIS: (P.K.) Mentally changing matter, 
such as bending metal objects. (P.K. in more ele- 
mentary form: acting on an object or organism at a 
distance. Many forms of Psychic healing commonly 
occur at this level.)
(P.K. in descending octaves and harmonics. First signs 
of buoyancy — horizontal levitation. Some degree of 
moving material objects through mind power.)

PSIONIC ENERGIES

PSYCHOTRONICS: Use of a material device or mind 
energy generator of particular alloys, form, design and 
arrangement, to mentally Charge it at a distance and 
causing its motion to sustain for various periods of 
time.)

PERSONAL MAGNETISM AND THE BODY 
ELECTRIC: Conscious or involuntary use of magnetic 
or electrostatic fields associated with the physical 
form causing so-called non-physical events to occur, 
such as: starting or stopping Watches or clocks; causing 
noticeable energy changes in radio, electronic and 
sound equipment.

CAMERA OBSCURA PAGE 4
Continuing Series -BILL COX

Roboly worked with the McLuhan group, 
and joined them in taking the Camera 
Obscura experiment to Brazil where Jean- 
Claude directed a film on their work while 
there. It isn’t a Workshop for amateurs; too 
many pitfalls await the uninitiated. Some 
zealous experimenters unaware of the deep 
psychological and esoteric aspects of the 
experiment soon found Camera Obscura 
requires years of background and develop
ment before one can become a guide. “Try 
blindfolding yourself for an hour or two at 
home alone,” they say, “without a guide, 
and notice the feelings of panic and helpless- 
Jiess invading one’s consciousness.”

After being deprived of sight for several 
hours, I learned to move about with greater 
speed, above anything I had ever dreamed 
imaginable. Then in tiny sips and flashes, I 
discovered occasional twilight glimmers of 
the outside world and the people around me. 
A new kind of awareness dawned in con
sciousness, but a presentiment or type of 
foreboding, unknown before, fear of being 
left alone by the others, in empty silence 
entered my mind at regulär intervals. This, 
with other experiences indicated to me the 
importance of preparation and guidance.

On the second day, I came to know the 
presence of a vibrational presence, as it were. 
Outside, the Vegetation, and even inanimate 
walls and structures announced their 
presence. For example, where I had pre- 
viously feit for the edge of a long, narrow 
cement walk with my foot, a walk that led 
to the seashore, I instinctively knew where 
the ribbon of cement led. Indescribable 
voices of shrubs, closing on both sides 
formed a narfow passage through with I 
passed unerringly on the path to the sea. 
Could it have been my subconscious serving 
up images to light the way? Did my subcon
scious mind possess visual powers, perhaps 
sensing via my body aura? Could telepathy 
be involved?

With my newfound Orientation there 
were others who walked faster, and with 
more deliberate movement. Were they peek- 
ing? What männer of power had they dis
covered? I’m still not sure, except that they 
too encountered the realm of vibrational 
sight. Their perceptions, or sensing, may 
have come to them in other ways. One 
knows it by living it.

On another occasion while strolling to 
and along the seashore with the group, 
imagery signalled the presence of a long 
tunnel before me, a tunnel which of course 
didn’t exist. But by following the visualiza- 
tions, I was self-guided correctly along the 
concrete walk, and again later at water’s 
edge, knowing if I didn’t trust the dream-like 
tunnel in its outline and direction I would 
certainly go astray.



Veax Md. Cox,

...Foa youx xeo.dexs: E'atxooxdinaxy pxoof of Akasha "La Vomenica ddCoxxixe" (weefeZv) fxom MI LANG 20100, via Sotfexi.no 2's, of May 2, 1922 
published in intexview o^^7~yeäxsd)lärTuäthxxJTeClegxLno EXnetti on bis tast diseovexy - so he couid. LocaJlize and xecompose tue THVESTES, 
a txagedy pexfoxmed at Roma, in 169 B.C. neax the Apollo Temple between the FLaminio Cixque and The Foxum. Wxitten by Quintus Ennws, et 
it wxitten in a difficutt Latin. He found pxoof fax his dtscoveiu.es with einet shoxt deeeased peopte on whidn thexe Ls cdu.nda.nt. IxistoxicaJL 
Lnfoxmation (Pope Pie XII, Mussolini, etc.) Theix Images weite eompoxed with fidns and engxaving of theix epoch. The. xesuLts axe nevexthe- 
Less satisfying. Moxe, he took photos of Chxist, the moxe known (photoj being this O(J the expxession of the dying Jesus. On this (he 
daims he also fitmed the Life of Jesus} he do not yet make any commentaxy. Ai this machine couid pxovoke a woxldwide txagedy yet, as it 
suppxess the Libexty of Speech, action and thought. Thoughts to emit enexgy and can then be taned in and capted. So, eithex the whole 
mankind will destxoy itsdf ox thexe will be a new moxaJL, moxe devated. Fox the machtne, a sexies of a.ntennaes (you say aXeatsL} shall
give the possibility of tuntng into (paxtiadaxty} the voices and Images; the double txack of sound and Image tet aftex each human fxom
his bixth till leit, death, a soxt of identification caxd. Science, you. know, heu, confixmed that sound can be txansfoxmed into Light and 
univeiisdy. Then, even the tone, to as the Light, wave will not be destxoyed. As evexything can again be catchet, The Russians eon-
f.lxmed that Fathex Exnetti heu xeally photogxaphed Jesus on the Cxoss. Latex it witt be possible to see, at Last at youx TV, the xeal
Life of Jesus. This fox too many peopte intexesting machine can be dangexous and used fox ev.it. So the Itatian govexnment took it and 
put it tn Roma, in a night and day guaxded axmouxed (vautt ox} cetlax. in July-Aug. you teil that space being Kolon said, the pyxamid Ls 
45,000 yeaxs old. But E. Cayce in his pxecise LeetuXes said it was constxucted by Hexmes and the High Tatest Ra-Ta (that its constxuc- 
tion was dixected by, moxe exactly} at Gizeh, tn 10,490 to 10,590 (it took a eentuny}, eompleted in Axacuiaatt’s time. ... J. VUILLIEN, 
PERRET, FRANCE. (Ed. note: This Lettex had to be pxinted vexbatim.)

Veax BLLL Cox:

Mas. Sheita van Niekexk fxom Rhodesia has wxitten me this unusuat Lettex. She mentions the "Pyxamid Guide" a.nd the hdpful axtides thexe- 
tn. Vou mentioned the fact that she wxote me in one o/j youx issues pexhaps two issues ba.ck, The outstanding Statement in hex Lettex Ls 
that the pyxamid eliminates paxasites. In my 10'x.W base, angLe ixon-no Lides pyxamid in my patio, I have noticed the absence o{, insects. 
.. ."Veax Mx. WiLLiams, Many thanks {,ox the pyxamid xeeeived Last Septembex/Oetobex time which has been undex my bed suitabLy oxiented and 
pLaced evex since. My heaLth has impxoved enoxmousLy since 1 staxted using this pyxamid and L've been abLe to heLp othexs simiLaxLy with 
the infflXmatton you so kindby sent. ALL paxasites axe cLeaxed. As you so xightLy say, the Lnioxmation in The Pyxamid Guide Ls quite (,as- 
cinating. I wxote o^ lyox the iixst six copies as you suggested. They onLy axxived this month but axe aLxeady doing the xounds with my 
dowsing fpiiends and othexs intexested in simiLax mattens. TheXe is so mach of, such txemendous intenest that T often wondex whexe foLks 
find time to be anything except busy Leaxning and sticdying the wondexfuL natuxaL Laws with which we can woxk. ..." CHARLES W. WILLIAMS, 
EAST BRIDGEWATER, MASS.

Veax Sixs..

I was pnivtLeged to heax Mx. Bill Cox speak on pynamids when he came to CLeveLand on ApxLL 16, 1975. I am stiLL veny enthused about pyxa- 
mtds, and in fact, tn my cuxxent xoLe as an uxban pLannen, wouid pxopose that new eonstxuction in downtown CLeveLand be buiLt in pyxamid 
shapes. At Mx. BLLL Cox's Lectuxe I actwaLLy "txied a pyxamid on", I was vexy suxpxised to find that I did expexienee a tingLing Sensa
tion when I xemoved it. Mx. BLJLL Cox, unfoxtanateLy did not have enough infoxmation on constxucting a pyxamid and he said that by wnit- 
ing to this addxess. you would matt me some infoxmation on how to constnuet them. I have enclosed a self-add>iessed-stamped envelope fon 
youx convenience. PLease tush, I am most anxious. LARRV W. SCHUSTER, CLEVELAMV, OHTO.

Veax Bill:

...l've enjoyed xeading 
Levels that axe open to

"The Pyxamid Guide" fon on moxe than a few occasions it has eaused me to sit back and Look at things fxom othex 
me. Tt has been most intexesting. JOHN J. MULHALL, PLEASANT HILL, CALIFORNIA.

Veax BLLL:

Thanks fax youx Lettex; aLso fo'x the 'Guide' copies--pxacticaJLly all have been distxibuted Loeally, mostty to students who seemed. to take 
quite an intexest in the axticles. I believe the U. of Oxegon has a necoxd enXoLLment this quaxtex (l am cewtalnty awaxe of the gxeatly 
inexeased numbexs on campus]—hopefuLLy this will pxoduce some new 'Guide' subsexiptions. I can appneciate the wonkload you must have 
at this time, l've just moved my own Office, and am getting out fxom undex the papex again; enclosed is some dass pxinting, aLso my xe- 
pont of a UFO sZgfcttH.g of 28 Sept. ImmedLatdy foLLowing my UFO contact, on the hike out of the woods, we had an eneountex with Big Foot 
(the Sasquatch]--moxe intense an enexgy field even than the pxesence of the UF0--and much moxe xevealing into the natuxe of the psychic 
plasma field. ALtkough l did not actualty see Big Foot, Mx. Vaigneau.Lt. did, and xendexed a Sketch of the fuxxy cxeatuxe, with a siLvex, 
conically-shaped head. I can say now with some degxee of cextainty that the two phenomena, UFOs a.nd Big Foot, must be connected in some 
way. This may Xelate to the "tunneL" and the "axxow" mentioned in my xepoxt--as Big Foot is a Land 8 subtexxa.n-Lan cxeaXuxe and eoutd be 
connected with those eaxth featuxes wliicla we wexe obsexving when we fixst came undex UFO swxvettlanee. The shape, ox. Enexgy of Foxm, of 
Big Foot's head seems to me to be dixectly connected w.ith the cxeatuxe's capability of putting out a stxong PSI Plasma Fidd, At any 
täte, BLLL, all this Info may be edited fox inclusion in the'Guide' as you see fit. WUG STEINMETZ, EUGENE, OREGON.

PVRAMIV GUIDE:

...If you Live in a txaitex, ox othex metalLLc stxuctuxe, ox neax one, and you gave up pyxamid expexiements because "they donlt woxk," 
tahe an oxdinaxy cheap compass and place it exacXLy in the Centex of the place you will put youx pyxamid, and oxient youx pyxamid by the 
eompass, xegaxdlless of what any maps ox theoxies say ox whexe the noxth stem is ox whexe the Sun xises. The xeason is that in addition 
to the fxame and axle, a txailex is full of things Like Stoves, heatexs, xefxigexatox, xadio, TV, etc., which have theix own magnetism. 
Txy walking the full Length of a txailex with a compass and point youx body "noxth" -- it’s something Like doing a Squaxe danee. Evi- 
dentty pyxamids woxk on the Local magnetism, and not on the eaxth's magnetic a.xis. Ineid.entally, Egypt and FLoxida axe both Located. 
whexe the deelination is dose to zexo, ox in othex woxds whexe a compass points txue noxth. J. HERRON, MONTICELLO, UTAH.

DEAR SIR: ...The vortex-atom theory as relating to the pyramid represents a 
mllestone in scientific progress. By 1980 anti-gravitic devices will become as 
common as electricity is today. Combustion engine and oil are now dying Indust
ries. I foresee teleportation and time distorting machines before 2000 A.D. Much 
of the old math is now outdated, including Einstein concepts. Synthetic Logic in 
a multi-valued System is many times more powerful than numerical logic. Synthetic 
Geometry, low-low Entropy Content Analytic Geometry, moderate Entropy - combine 
these and you have near ZERO Entropy. (Quality-Quantity-Process) This decade will 
see the emergence of the first prototype starships. Something like 7-timewarps akin 
to 7-quantum jumps of velocities beyond light, dark, energy bands. A new defini- 
tion of "time": interacting particles in MOTION via the ether produce local space- 
time frames; hence the by-product of time, the effect, has its cause in MOTION. 
Neutron Polymers as time-chains???????VORTEX NEUTRONS. Coming soon? A 4-D matter 
viewer? George L. Brandes, Las Vegas, Nevada.

COMING IN OUR NEXT NEWSLETTER.••■ 
Geomancy, forerunner of Dowsing + 
the ancient Spiritual Sciences... 
Alchemy, Astrology, form energy, 
magnetism + origin and activity of 
the essences... Pyramid replicas 
and voice-tape phenomena... New 
insights into wood to stone theory. 
Spin set drawings of the ether.... 
Watch for Cleopatra"s Needle,...

Sotfexi.no
dtscoveiu.es
Vaigneau.Lt


THE 'GUIDE REPLI ES . . .
Q. Although my friends and I could not afford to come and hear you speak at the Cleveland, Ohio Unity Church, 
I listened for quite awhile out in the lobby. I found your ideas very much in harmony with my own; however, I 
wish to take issue with your concept of Psi as an electromagnetic phemomenon. If, for instance, telepathy or 
dowsing were a particular band of frequencies of electromagnetic radiation, it wouid follow the inverse square 
law, that is, that it wouid diminish in amplitude as a function of the square of the distance from the source. 
This wouid contradict the fact that telepathy has been received at least from the moon, and that "map dowsing” 
at great distances from the water is possible Psi phenomenon, not screened or interfered with by objects or waves 
which are known to affect electromagnetic radiation. I most strongly suggest that you read "Consciousness And 
Realities”, Avon Books, Published by Outerbridge $ Lazard, by Charles Muses and Arthur Young. The area of 
confTict-is in Chapter 3 in an essay on ESP by Arthur Young. I wouid appreciate your writing me in regard to 
this problem. It occurred to me as an afterthought that if time "transcendence” is possible, it could not be 
because of Vibration because electromagnetic oscillation requires time to occur. Love, Michael Shellenbarger, 
Lyndhurst, Ohio.

A. I didn’t say telepathy or dowsing are.on particular bands or frequencies of the electromagnetic spectrwn. 
The point I tried to make was that telepathy 3 dowsing and other so-called psychic manifestations lie in a ränge 
of ever increasing vibrations far above and beyond the electromagnetic scale of phenomena3 and these scientific- 
ally presumed3 paranormal expressions can interact in their lower octaves and harmonics with touch3 sound3 sight3 
smell3 taste3 electric radio3 heat3 Chemical and other rays identified with the electromagnetic ränge of vibra
tions, I also added that the higher octaves and harmonics of the electromagnetic scale can at times blend with 
higher Psi (mind) energies. It is interesting to note that mounting evidence in my own personal research and 
experiences convinces me that thought is the ultimate impeller of all energy activities, What3 whose thought3 
when3 where and. how? Viere our present electromagnetic legacies the gifts of Divine Beings who preceded us on 
this planet? And what of the ascending octaves and harmonics of the higher Psi spectrum. Can we ca.ll them in
to play and control their essence force as humans? I believe so... And herein lies the realm of neither 
physical3 black or white magic. It is high maaic. ßC.

TRUNCATING THE CONE...D.V. Walsh of Bermuda asks: Do you have any information ön the vibrational alterations created 
by truncating ä metal cone? The late Verne L. Cameron did some experimenting with inconclusive results. There seems 
to be a definite change of external energy patterns and flows outside. The fields within this cavity generator are

Frustum of a conedifficult to measure without doing so inside the form itself.

Dear Mr. Cox: Although I am a recent addition to your ever growing readership, nevertheless in this relatively short time I have 
profited immeriSely from the learning experience provided by your most worthy publication. New Age thought of whatever expression 
should essentially provide an impetus to the Spirit of man(his higher intuitive nature). Accordingly, a valuable publication 
with these goals shoul'd, in addition to cataloging objective and subjective phenomena, also provide articles whose format is de
signed specifically to get readers to think creatively instead of mechanically. This can be accomplished best by employing a 
non-intellectual, free-flowing style suffused with a kind of verbal syrobolism. The reader’s thought in endeavoring to decipher 
the symbolism, unhampered by rational urgings due to the simplicity of style, of necessity moves back upon itself - discovering 
its own nature. Thus, in addition to providing meaning for the Symbols, the reader focuses on his own consciousness, providing 
a healthy atmosphere for the bud of self-knowledge to flower. The true power of symbolism as a key to unfolding man’s intui
tive nature has yet to be recognized and appreciated. In the literary field, outside of poetic imagery, there are to my mind, 
few prose works with this symbolic power. Welcome exceptions are "Some PAGES”, and "A GESTURE OF CO-OPERATION WITH KRISNAJI’S 
WORK", both by Quis Separebit. Two books which achieve this with an intellectual framework are "PHILOSOPHICAL GEOMETRY" by
Andre Vanderbroeck and "THE SINGLE REALITY" by Preston Herold (Perhaps will be the "Bible” for New Age Science/Religion). 
Some purportedly New Age periodicals; however, serve -to stimulate either man’s lower intellect thru cold reporting, or
cater to his emotional nature via sensationalism, thus serving to compound the error in thought which has shackled the

E LAINE PEICK, Laguna Niguel, California, 
Esoteric Teacher and Yogi Bhajan greet the 
camera's eye with smiles of joy at the June '75 
Rainbow Festival in Honolulu.

Spirit of mankind for centuries to separative materialistic conceptions of exist- 
ence. Indeed, how could such a magazine adequately communicate the significance 
of, for instance, musical tones and colors on our higher "vehicles", or the prin- 
ciple of regeneration, expressed annually as the Spring-Summer season (the import 
of which goes far beyond a physical Orientation of Earth-Sun). The PYRAMID GUIDE, 
however, thru a basic understanding of the importance of the intuitive faculty by 
you and your staff is heads above its contemporaries in helping to unfold the po
tential spirituality of its readers. I salute you. One wouid hardly expect such 
observations from a mathematics-physics teacher such as myself, but I’ve learned 
thru spiritual awareness the importance of balance between "inner" and "outer". 
The symbol of the Trinity expresses this completely, where mere verbalization is 
powerless to do so -- ...Donald Reed, Wolcott, Conn.

DEAR GANG AT THE GUIDE: I have made 2 pyramids, one for the Yucca plant which has had 
it on for about 3 weeks. Since that time it has sprouted 5 new points of growth, 
the biggest is 6"and the smallest is 1" tall so it has certainly worked. Chuck, of 
course, being the scientist says it wouid have grown anyway and it could be so. In 
any case it certainly didn’t hurt it any and the pyramid is still on it and l’m sure 
it will make it now. Might even look better as.it will have several stems if things 
progress as they have to date. The other pyramid I made S’xS’ and it covers my straw- 
berry plants. The problem with these was the birds were eating them so I covered the 
pyramid with a net. Needless to say that we have had some lovely strawberries and the 
birds eouldn’t get at them. Also everyone said that this year they wouid not produce 
because they never do the first year after planting. But they did with the pyramid 
so you can teil Bill all about it. My metal pyramid sits over my formerly sick house 
plants which are also doing fine now...Judy Kutal, Athens, Georgia..

DEAR MR. COX: ...In regards to Bill Tarplee’s letter in.No. 14 issue of "GUIDE" about 
Riverside’s apparatus for heating orange groves. This piece of equipment was described 
originally in Bruce Cathy’s HARMONIC 695. Details of its construction can be obtained 
from "The Healing Power of Bio-Magnetism” by Bruce Copen, Academic Publications, High- 
field, Danehill, Sussex, England RH 17 7EX. ... M.L. Volynsky, D.C., Melbourne, Aus- 
tralia.

MACELLE BROWN, Knowledgeable San Francisco 
Astrologer ("Astro Time-Tracking") is joined by 
master of ceremonies Jon Diegel, as audience 
roundly applauds her Rainbow Festival 
Präsentation.



1 HE GUIDE RECOMMENDS PAGE

BOOKS
SECRETS OF THE GREAT PYRAMID, (Peter Tomp- 
kins) Remarkable, thoroughly researched and pro- 
fusely illustrated work on Ihe Pyramids of Giza. A 
one-source library in itself. The perfect gift for 
the man or woman who has everything. Hard
bound © $17.50.
THE MAGNETIC EFFECT, (Davis-Rawls) A sci
entific presentation of the applications of magne
tism, and its profound humanitarian qualities. 
Hardbound @ $6.00.
MAGNETISM AND ITS EFFECTS ON THE LIVING 
SYSTEM. (Davis-Rawls) The authors-researchers, 
continue to present brand new, scientific dis- 
coveries while rediscovering the hidden meaning 
and Potentials of the ancient Science of magnetism, 
its energy balancing and stimulating effects on or- 
ganisms and life forms, Hardbound © $8.00.

PYRAMID FORM PRODUCES SUPER-PLANTS... 
3 C-60 cassette tapes @ $5.95 each. "Gib" Milne, 
renowned, Toronto plant grower teils Bill Cox how 
he supercharges plants and Vegetation with pyra
mid energy. acupuncture and electroculture tec'h- 
niques; discoveries, monumental in scope, (see 
story in No. 18 July-August '75 Pyramid Guide 
Newsletter. Order c/o The Guide.

THE GUIDE TO PYRAMID 
ENERGY (Kerrell & Gog- 
gin) Over a decade of ex
periments and revealing 
facts graphically described 
by two of this country's 
leading pyramid energy re
searchers. Hardbound @ 
$6.95.

THE ORIGINAL CAMERON AU
RAMETER . . . world's most sensi
tive Dowsing instrument , . . 
twenty years in its development, 
and an effective experimental 
Dowsing device, The AURAMETER 
is lifetime guaranteed against de- 
fects, worlcmanship assured . . . 
Over 4,500 in use throughout the 
world today. The AURAMETER is 
a combination Water Compass, 
Weighing Device and Upright 
Pendulum. El Cariso Publications, 
sole manufacturer @ $49.50 post
age paid. Write for free descrip- 
tive brochure, c/o Pyramid Guide.

iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiinmHiifiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiHiiiitiiH

PYRAMID ENERGY EXPERIMENTATION KIT. For amateur or Professional 
researchers. A practical, effective, Science lab set, with complete instruc- 
tions, 12" x 12" base, open frame pyramid, plus 6" base, heavy cardboard 
replica, brine shrimp, water preparation and food, seed Container, soil and 
planting trays, magnets and magnetic dust and compass. All for $10.95, 
includes postage, foreign add $1.00 for extra handling costs.

TRI-PYRAMID KIT. Three 6" x 6" base, cardboard pyramids, plus suggested 
tests, booklet and compass . ideal for sharpening, dehydration. preserva- 
tion, growing, sprouting, organic Processing, color, sound and other interest- 
ing experiments, for the beginning researcher. @ $2.95 each.
SPECIAL: Three Kits for $7.95.

HERE
AND NOW

FOR SALE ... 8 foot, wooden, outdoor pyramid, 
copper lined—asphalt shingle covering structure. 
$95.00. Tony Merz, 27335 Pacific Coast Hwy, 
Malibu, Calif. 90265. Phone (213) 457-7474.

HERE & NOW features: guide to New Age events.
► The Uni-Com Calendar — giving times, places, fees & descriptions 

of hundreds of classes, films, lectures & Services every month. 
► Up-to-date reports on discoveries suppressed by the news media.
► A guide to organizations, counselors & teachers in your area.

Name:_
Address:

One year $ 6.5 0 prepaid ($ 7 if billed).
Two years $ 11.5 0 prepaid ($12 billed).
Foreign: 110 per year, prepaid.
Payment enclosed to: UNI-COM, Box 11716-A,Palo Alto. Ca. 94306, U.S.A.

CHEOPS Great 
Pyramid, sectional 
drawing 15'-2" x 
18'-2" in black and 
white on coated 
paper, showing 
plane of passages 
and enlarged Por
tion of the King's 
Chamber. THRICE 
GREATEST. Hermes 
Tismigestus, and the 
Great Pyramid. Full 
color chart 12'-2" 
x 37'-2". Both for 
$3.75 U.S. postage 
and handling in- 
cluded. Foreign, 
add ,50c. Order 
from the Pyramid 
Guide.

Pyramid House Plans $1.00
Delta Structures
Dept. P.G. 15 Box 2382
Norman, Oklahoma 73069

NOW AVAILABLE — A portaioie cäo-it- 
yourself MEDITATION PYRAMID KIT 
now offered for sale with instructions by 
the Pyramid Guide. As power develops 
along ridges and corners without loss of 

| energy minus panels, corners and cap
stone apex can be purchased as a unit. 
Buyer can secure lengths of 1/2” tubing 
at local hardware or plumbing shop, 

j placing ends inside slots at corners to 
| construct framework for desired height. 
Write for Meditation Pyramid Brochure, 
El Carisio Publications, 3959 Laurel Can
yon Blvd., Studio City, North Hollywood, 
California 92330.

THE NEW ATLANTEAN 
JOURNAL Quarterly . .. A 
new concept in Occult- 
UFO? Forteen reporting. 
Scientific and analytical 
articles by well known au- 
thors. National and Inter
national UFO reports PLUS 
Person to Person contacts. 
Predictions and Psychic ex- 
periences! $4.00 yearly, Fo
reign $5.00. 4280 68th Ave
nue North, Pinella Park, 
Fla 33565.

LIFE FORCE KEY PENDANT 
(Gold or Silver Finish with 

Matching 24" Inch Necklace Chain)
Gold $7.95 — Silvor $6.95 

add 50d for postage and handling

PYRAMID REPLICAS . ... Precision hand-made. 
Brass Rod, 12" x 12" base, "Panel-less Pyramid 
Models stimulate plant growth," say experi- 
menters. Amateur horticulturists report pyramids 
placed over living plants enhance their growth. 
Open frame replicas apparently Charge plants, 
seeds and sprouts with higher life energies, 
without blocking or disturbing natural light rays 
and ions. Sculptured with bright brass finish. All 
shipments, postage due mailing. Order % Pyramid 
Guide @ $13.95 each.

finest spiritual and scientific Information in the psychic field.
SUBSCRIPTION FORM

ONE YEAR (12 issues) S7.50
Canadian and Foreign Subscriptions SS. 50 per year
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A UNIQUE KIND OF HIGHER MAGIC ... Akiv 
Haga, age 12, displays colored marking pens and note 
pad paper he uses during amazing psychic demonstra- 
tion in Kyoto City, Japan. Akiv then throws capped 
pens and blank paper into the air . . .

GILBERT (GIB) MILNE SHAKES THE PLANT 
WORLD . . . Investigating scientists can't keep up 
with the imaginative, innovative new discoveries Gib 
turns up with his pyramid, electroculture and plant 
acupuncture experiments. Write to the PYRAMID 
GUIDE for Milne-Cox cassette tapes distributed by El 

IMAGES, SENTENCES OR COLORED DRAWINGS 
created in Akiv's own mind suddenly appear on the 
sheet of paper as it returns to the ground. The mystery 
of his feat increases as the pen tops which are not 
visibly seen to move in the air, upon later inspection, 
are abruptly rearränged in a different order in match- 
ing or unmatching arrangement.

THE LEGENDARY T. GAYLEN HIERONYMOUS, 
shown here, of Hieronymous Box (dowsing machine) 
fame, was the featured Speaker at the recent First U.S. 
Radionics Congress heltTTn Indianapolis, Indiana*, April 
19-20, 1975, A close-up photo and description of the 
psi devices lying before Mr. Hieronymous appears on

THE HAWK-HEADED KINGLY, HIGH-FLYING 
"KHENSU" EGYPTIAN SKY NAVIGATOR, from an 
Egyptain painting (Circa 1,000 B.C.). Note the moon, 
sun symbols perched atop the seemingly one, but dual 
headed figure. Do the ritual istic, shaft-like objects held 
in Khensu's hands and the dragon-like figures under- 
foot imply power or Instruments of levitation and 
flight?

DOWSING MACHINES, from the T. Gaylen 
Hieronymus Collection . . . No. 1. Dr. Albert Abrams 
"Reflexograph" Circa "-^25, No. 2. "Ocilloclast," 
(Abram, 1925), No. 3. Hieronymous Field Unit 
(1932), and No. 4. a Hieronymous Box. Picture via 
Polaroid taken at the first U.S. Radionics Congress, 
Indianapolis, Ind., April 20th, 1975.Cariso Publications and information about Gib's Page 4 of this edition. 

Canadian Horticultural Newsletter.
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OUR NEW ADDRESS . . .

3959 Laurel Canyon Blvd.
Studio City, North Hollywood
California, 92390—
Phon« (213) 985-2574


